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Abstract

The aim of this study is to generally expose the impact of using video compression

methods on the performance accuracy of a neural network-based pedestrian

detection system. Moreover, the emphasis is on investigating the consequences

of using both compressed training and testing images with such neural network

applications.

This thesis includes a theoretical background into object detection and

encoding systems, provides argumentative analysis for the detector, dataset,

and evaluation method selection, and furthermore, describes how the selected

detector is modified to be compatible with the selected dataset. The presented

experiments use a modified MS-CNN pedestrian detection system on the

CityScapes/CityPersons dataset. The Caltech benchmark evaluation method is

used for comparing the detection performance of the detectors. The HEVC and

JPEG 2000 encoding methods are used for data compression.

This thesis reveals several interesting findings. For one, the results show that

a significant amount of compression can be applied to the images before the

detector’s performance starts degrading and that the detector is quite robust in

dealing with compression artifacts to a certain extent. Secondly, peak signal-to-

noise ratio of the data alone does not determine how the detector behaves, and

other variables, such as the encodingmethod also affect the performance. Thirdly,

the performance is most of all affected when detecting small-sized pedestrians (or

pedestrians at a far distance). Fourthly, in terms of compressing training data,

compared to a detector trained on non-compressed data, the detector trained

solely on compressed images performs more accurate detections on lower quality

data but performs less accurate detections on higher quality data. Furthermore,

the results show that a detector trained on data consisting of both low- and high-

quality variants of each frame beholds best detection performance on all quality

scales.
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Sammanfattning

Syftet med denna studie är att visa effekterna på nogrannheten av prestanda

från ett fotgängarsdetekteringssystem baserat på ett neuralt nätverk genom

att använda videokomprimeringsmetoder. Dessutom har fokus lagts på att

undersöka konsekvenser från att använda både träningsbilder och testbilder som

är komprimerade, med liknande neurala nätverksapplikationer.

Denna avhandling inkluderar en teoretisk bakgrund i objektdetektering och

kodningssystem, argumenterande analys för detektor, dataset, och val av

utvärderingsmetod. Därutöver beskrivs hur den valda detektornmodifierades för

att passa in med den valda dataset. Experimenten använder en modifierad MS-

CNN fotgängarsdetekteringssystem på ”CityScapes/CityPersons” dataset och till

datakompression användes HEVC och JPEG 2000 kodningsmetoder. Caltechs

benchmark evalueringsmetod användes för att jämföra detekteringsprestandan

av detektorerna.

Flera intressanta resultat upptäcktes i denna avhandling. Till att börja med

visar resultaten en märkbar mängd komprimering kan tillämpas på bilderna

innan detektorns prestanda börjar försämras och att detektorn är robust när

det gäller att hantera kompressionsföremål till en viss utsträckning. För det

andra, topp signal-brusförhållandet av data bestämmer inte endast hur detektorn

uppför sig utan andra variabler som kodningsmetoden påverkar prestandan. För

det tredje, påverkades prestandan mest av att identifiera små fotgängare (eller

fotgängare på långt avstånd). För det fjärde, med avseende på komprimerade

träningsdata, jämfört med en detektor tränad på okomprimerade data, så är

detektorn som är endast tränad på komprimerade bilder bättre på att utföra mer

korrekta identifikationer av fotgängare på data av lägre kvalitet men presterar

sämre på data av högre kvalitet. Vidare visar resultaten att en detektor som är

tränad på både data av lägre och högre kvalitet varianter av varje bild ger bästa

detekteringsprestanda på alla kvalitetsskalor.
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1 Introduction

Modern vehicles are equipped with state-of-the-art technology that is used to

provide the driver with multiple safety and comfort-related features. Onboard

such a car, there are parking and reversing assistance systems that give the driver

a 360-degree video feed around the entire car, pedestrian detection systems, and

SLAM systems for continuously localizing and updating the status of a highway

[68].

As an example, the new generation Tesla uses a sophisticated sensor network [68]

for obtaining information about the car’s surroundings. This sensor system is the

backbone ofmany Tesla features, such as Tesla Autopilot, navigation, Autosteer+,

enhanced summoning, front/side collision warning, and it is capable of detecting

objects, obstacles, pedestrians, cars, lanes, road, and road signs. As seen in Figure

1.1, the sensor network hosted on both the Tesla Model S and Tesla Model X

consist of eight cameras, twelve ultrasonic sensors and a radar, which altogether

provide 360-degrees of visibility with a range up to 250 metres. Furthermore,

the entire detection system is able to detect both hard and soft objects, and see

through heavy rain, fog, dust, and even the car ahead. As a result of having to

process large amount of data in the Tesla-developed neural net for vision, sonar

and radar processing software, Tesla’s new vehicles use an onboard computer

that has over 40 times the computing power compared to the previous generation

Tesla. [68]

1.1 Problem Statement

Certain problems occour when trying to design a sophisticated architecture that is

capable of running all of these features safely and robustly. Many of those systems

use data-heavy sensors such as HD cameras, radars and LiDARs, which in the

case of poor data management and congestions on the data signal bus, make the

entire safety feature setup of the car unreliable, if not dangerous. For the features

to be reliable, the processing speed of the sensor data has to comply with real-

time requirements, be of sufficient accuracy and not congest the data buses to
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Figure 1.1: The sensor system present on a Tesla car. [68]

avoid data loss or stalls. The processed data mostly comprises of video footage,

which in an uncompressed form is very capacious and creates high bandwidth and

storage requirements, leading to a high cost of managing sensor data. Although

automotive manufacturers are quite reserved in sharing technical information

about their car’s setup, intuition suggests that video compression methods are

used on image/video feeds to compress a large amount of data into smaller, more

convenient packets that are easier to process on the on-board computer and have

a lighter impact on the data signal buses.

Compressing needs to be done with caution. Amongst the previously named

features implemented on a car, modern object detection methods are used to

detect pedestrians, lanes, road, road signs, and more [68]. Present-day detectors

are neural-network-based implementations and image/video compression could

degrade the performance of the algorithm in terms of detection accuracy and

detection speed. In the case of lossy video compression, data is lost in the encoding

process and the instructions for later decoding the video are not sufficient enough

to recreate an exact copy of the original video, resulting in much smaller, but

less crisp and less detailed video data. Furthermore, image/video compression

standards are designed to be pleasing for the human eye, but they may not be

so suitable for computer vision applications. As neural-network-based object
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detectors may use image manipulation methods or apply edge-detection via

gradients, it is important that the compression method used does not degrade

the image/video quality and create blocking artifacts or other impurities that are

often unseen by the human eye. Compression has to be done responsibly such

that a sustainable balance between lower size image/video feed, low latency, and

good detector performance is found.

1.2 Purpose and benefits

There are several reasons why conducting a thesis like this is purposeful.

To start with, this is a subject undergoing intense study. Within the last

few years, many autonomous driving-related topics have got a fair amount of

attention not only by the researchers but also by the general public. Among

some of them, Tesla’s groundbreaking accomplishments towards the goal of fully

autonomous driving have sparked interest within many communities. From a

more scientific perspective, several papers of new pedestrian detection algorithms

and other neural-network-based computer vision applications, which surpass the

performance of the previous methods, are published each year. Furthermore,

novel and improved versions of pedestrian detection datasets are emerging,

which not only label bounding boxes for separate pedestrians, but also label

pedestrians by attributes, poses/stances, clothing, behaviours, and many more.

As an example, the authors of the JAAD dataset [37] have labeled a timeline of

events as the pedestrian is crossing the street, including information about when

the pedestrian slowed their walking pace down, looked at the vehicle, and crossed

the street.

Secondly, this thesis could expose fascinating correlations and consistencies

between object detectors and image/video compression, as there are not many

publications related to using object detectors with compressed image/video data.

As stated previously, new papers about improving and fine-tuning smaller details

of a pedestrian detection neural network architectures are published frequently,

but taking advantage of using the right image/video data specifications used to

train convolutional neural network architectures with are often overlooked, even
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though it might bear more significant results to the performance metrics of the

detector.

Thirdly, one of the stakeholders of this thesis is Ericsson AB located in Stockholm,

Sweden. In collaboration with another company in the automotive industry,

Ericsson Research is interested in finding a suitable use case for image/video

encoding in neural-network-based detectors in order to cut down on data

managing costs within the vehicle. Even though this thesis is sponsored

by a private company, the detectors, datasets, and codecs used are publicly

available.

1.3 Goal

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the impact and suitability of image/video

compression on neural-network-based detectors in automotive settings. This

thesis will be focusing on detecting pedestrians as a means to have a real-life use-

case. Furthermore, detecting pedestrians is a fascinating topic which is getting

a lot of attention in the form of new publications and benchmark tests. Firstly,

in order to accomplish this, a literature study will be carried out on the topic

of neural network detectors, state-of-the-art datasets and detectors, important

image/video quality prerequisites, and lossy and lossless compression methods,

and more. Secondly, this thesis aims to outline the impact of using compressed

data to in the training and testing processes on a modern neural-network-based

pedestrian detector. Conclusively, the thesis gives an answer to the following two

questions:

• What happens to the accuracy of the detector when having been trained on

compressed images/video?

• What happens to the accuracy of the pre-trained detector when feeding

compressed images/video as an input?
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1.4 Approach

Automotive manufacturers are rather reserved in terms of sharing detailed

information about the neural network systems used onboard their vehicles. Due

to the scarcity of publicly available information, region-of-interest compression

methods and other application-specific optimization methods are not taken into

consideration in this thesis. Instead, the investigation is focused on general

compression of testing and training data, as the results may be helpful when

developingmany plausible applications used in a vehicle, giving an overall insight

into how compression affects the performance of neural-network-based detectors.

The following two Sections, 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, explain the two approaches in more

detail, with examples of how these approaches could be utilized in a vehicle.

1.4.1 Encoding of testing data

The first approach is to train a single detector with regular uncompressed data

and later compare the performance after feeding it both uncompressed data (as

the benchmark to beat), and compressed data with different encoding methods

and parameters. The reasons why this approach may be useful for automotive

applications are listed below:

• Using compression to a certain extent may not degrade the detection

performance of the pedestrian detector,

• In the case of multiple sensors/cameras using a local data bus, compression

could be used to reduce the amount of data being transferred on the onboard

data bus,

• In the case where a single ECU is responsible for manipulating multiple

camera feeds, compression could be used locally to reduce the amount of

data needed to be transferred to this ECU,

• Images/videos could be transmitted to the cloud (or a traffic operation

center) and/or stored in local memory by using the same compression

method as the detectors use,
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• Local packet-based data buses may be more manageable and less complex

when using smaller data packets.

1.4.2 Encoding of training data

The second approach is to use both uncompressed data (as the benchmark to

beat) and compressed data with different encoding parameters to train multiple

pedestrian detectors. The performance of each detector is evaluated using

uncompressed image/video data as an input to the detector. The reasons why

this approach may be useful for automotive applications are listed below.

• Compression could be used to transmit the image/video feed to a remote

central station that constantly improves/re-trains detectors.

• Using compressed images/videos for training may increase the training

efficiency (more info in less data).

1.5 Methodology

The aim of this thesis is to give a general insight into solving a multidisciplinary

problem, and thus, the goal is to make this research topic relevant to multiple

parties from the object detection and video compression community. Given

that not much previous work has been done on video compression combined

with object detection, we rely on reusing publicly available, well-known, and

proven methods in both the video compression and detection sub-parts. With

the help of conducting thorough theoretical research on all sub-parts, this

thesis includes selecting a suitable dataset, detector, evaluation method, and

video compression codecs that have received a notable amount of attention and

positive objective feedback from the object/pedestrian detection and/or the video

encoding communities. The thought process and reasonings for selecting a

particular route are described in more detail in Section 3.

In terms of evaluation, this thesis uses the quantitative assessment method to

determine how the performance of a modern pedestrian detector is degraded due

to using image/video compression. The metrics for evaluation used will be the
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same or similar to other publications that investigate the performance of neural-

network-based detectors. The correct setup of the evaluation environment will

be validated by using a previously tested detector model on a specific dataset.

Similarly, the correct setup of the training environment will be validated by

comparing the performance of self-trained detectors with the performance of the

detectors reported in publications.

In terms of training the detector andmaking it compatible with the target dataset,

detector parametermodification practices fromother relevant research papers are

investigated. This thesis includes our own parameter tuning experiments, based

onwhich the best resulting detector is selected. The performance of the detector is

validated with the help of other detector/dataset combinations that have already

been published in other research publications.

Given that this topic is yet to be thoroughly investigated, and that this thesis

serves as an introduction to the topic, a concrete hypothesis regarding numeric

results is not proposed, but rather the most important and insightful findings and

correlations of the experiments are reflected.

1.6 Ethics and sustainability

This thesis includes work with the CityScapes/CityPersons dataset [17, 75], which

consists of images taken on public roads in different cities in Europe. In the

original version of the dataset, the pedestrian’s faces and license plates of the car

are not blurred, and this set is used in the training and evaluation processes. In

all visual demonstrations, however, this thesis uses the dataset’s blurred subset

created by Mapillary, in which pedestrian’s faces and license plates are blurred.

This way, we are able to evaluate the performance of the detectors in a reliable

manner without invading anyone’s privacy.

1.7 Delimitations

Firstly, even though one of the stakeholders for this thesis is Ericsson AB, the

resources, such as detectors, datasets, and encoders used in this thesis are open-
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source. This means that the open resources used may be of sufficient quality for

giving a good insight into the topic, but ideally, a custom-made dataset, detector

and a codec should be used for most accurate results.

Secondly, because this thesis touches upon multiple fields of engineering and

research, it is important to keep in mind that in regarding the encoder and

detector setup, some information is abstracted away to keep the scope of the thesis

manageable. This thesis uses twowell-known encodingmethods with intra-frame

only encoding (Reason for this is described in Section 2.3).

1.8 Outline

Chapter 2 gives the reader an insight into object detector and image/video

compression theory, Chapter 3 presents an argumentative analysis into how

the target dataset and detection methods are selected, Chapter 4 describes

the detector and compression setup, Chapter 5 presents the results of the

experiments, and Chapter 6 provides an analysis of the results with topic

suggestions for future work.
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2 Background

The human visual object recognition system is generally quite effortless [7].

To a large extent, we do not have to make conscious decisions to understand

what objects are we visually perceiving and what type of ambient features are

surrounding us. The performance metrics of the human visual system are still

unknown, but speculative approaches have been considered. Roger N. Clark [16]

estimates the resolution of the human visual system to be 576 MP and Michael

Brost [11] from the University of Wisconsin postulates that the human brain

processes information at roughly 1,000,000 TFLOPS. For comparison, the state-

of-the-art GoPro HERO7 camera is capable of capturing 12 MP images and Intel

has now broken through the 1 TFLOPS performance barrier with their novel

i9 series chips. Although humans and computers perceive vision in a different

manner, these numbers suggest that we are still very far from achieving human-

like performance in various computationally heavy tasks such as visual object

detection.

Computer vision-related tasks have been an active area of research for several

decades. So far, computers have becomevery good in certain tasks, such as pattern

recognition, facial recognition, object detection and classification, and feature

matching. As an example, scientists in the University of Oxford have recently

developed a sentence-level sequence prediction exploiting neural network for

lipreading [3], whichhas an accuracymeasurement of 93.4%. This number greatly

exceeds the accuracy that a professional lipreader could achieve, which is around

20% to 60%. The authors of this paper suggest that communicating merely by

reading lips is considered to be an extremely difficult task for humans because of

a lack of context. Humans generally do not rely or consciously focus on the lip

movement while having a conversation, but a computer designed to do exactly

that will likely outperform a human being. That being said, the human’s visual

system is not good at grasping and processing very specific details of a scene, but

it is rather designed to give a very good general overview of the ambiance and the

environment. Because of this, we are able to make accurate judgments about the

surrounding area, and furthermore, predict the size, distance, age, sex, emotions,

andmany other attributes of a person by having a brief glimpse at an image. Being
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able to accurately extract and describe important aspects of a scene is where the

computer vision applications are inferior.

Given that both the human vision system and different computer vision systems

have distinguishable shortcomings, they can be used to complement each

other. An example of that would be driver assistance features used in vehicles,

such as road obstacle/pedestrian/animal detection and tracking. Even though

commuting with cars is very convenient and comfortable, it is considered to be

one of the most dangerous means of transport. According to [44], the probability

of dying in a car crash in the state of Florida is 1 in 8,123. This is a serious problem,

but with notable advancements in technology in terms of computing power and

general knowledge, car manufacturers can now pay more attention to improving

safety features that are installed in the car.

2.1 Object detection

In this section, the theory of object detectionmethods is discussed, focusing on the

giving an overview of the latest advancements, architectures, and potential weak

spots of detectors.

2.1.1 History of object detection in general

The first primitive developments of computer vision date back to the 1970s,

where the first fundamental building blocks of computer vision, such as edge

detection, labeling from lines, motion estimation, and more, were documented.

Since then, we have held a steady pace in uncovering new, more effective

methods that find use in computer vision applications. Thanks to this, computer

vision applications have developed to be a very useful tool in areas such as

manufacturing, automatic inspection, industrial robots, medical instruments,

consumer electronics, security, human-computer interface, and transport.

This thesis focuses on the last of the previously named areas. Modern vehicles are

equippedwith someof themost accurate and reliable state-of-the-art technologies

for detecting objects around a certain circumference of the car. And it is not
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coincidental that cars manufacturers have just now started to show huge progress

in object detection applications which are contributing to having autonomous

driving cars in the near future.

According to [40], 2012 was a turning point year for all computer vision

algorithms due to the integration of deep learning methods. Krizhevsky et

al. proposed AlexNet [38], which is a classifier based on a deep convolutional

neural network (CNN). AlexNet participated in the ImageNet LSVRC-2012

competition [56] and delivered amazing classification results, having an error

rate of 15,3%, compared to 26,2% achieved by the second-best entry. Since then,

researchers working on computer vision applications, object detection amongst

them, have been focusing on deep learning methods. In fact, every single

winner of the ILSVRC classification task has always used a neural-network-based

implementation after 2012, and by 2015, the error rate of ResNet [27], which was

the winner of ILSVRC-2015, was an unbelievable 3,6%. This meant that we had

then surpassed the detection performance of a human being with an error rate of

5-10% [32].

Similar results were witnessed in the object detection tasks, where the detector

had to return the detected object category with the spatial location. As seen

from the object detection results on the PASCAL VOC datasets and ILSVRC

competitions in Figure 2.1, the Mean Average Precision (mAP) has significantly

increased after the introduction of deep learning methods.

Thanks to this eye-opening discovery, availability of GPU computing resources,

and large scale datasets and competitions such as PASCAL VOL [22], ImageNet

[56], and MS COCO [39], we are now able to compute and solve complex vision

tasks such as segmentation, scene understanding, object tracking, event detection

and activity recognition more accurately than ever before.

2.1.2 Neural-network-based object detection methods

There are many factors needed to be considered to build an application-specific

convolutional neural-network-based detectors. In order to train a detector

network, a suitable framework, a backbone architecture, a training dataset, and

11



Figure 2.1: The Mean Average Precision of object detectors over the years on (a)
the PASCAL VOC datasets and on (b) the ILSVRC object detection competitions.
[40]

the training parameters have to be chosen. There is not a single one-over-all

detector solution available, but rather the detectors should be custom-made to

ensure that the detector’s performancematches the expectations that the use-case

requires. In other words, it is important to train a detector which performs at

a reasonable accuracy-to-speed ratio, as some use-cases require better accuracy

performance over speed and vice versa.

According to [41], neural-network-based detectors generate several feature maps

with different resolutions based on the input image I, which can be expressed

with:

Φi = fi(Φi−1) = fi(fi−1(...f2(f1(I)))), (1)

where Φi represents the feature maps output by the i-th layer. The feature maps

are dependent on the backbone network used (such as ResNet [27] and AlexNet

[38]), but they decrease in size progressively and are generated by fi(.), whichmay

be a combination of convolution, pooling, etc. The feature maps of a network can

be denoted as:

Φi = {ϕ1, ϕ2, ..., ϕN}, (2)

where N is the number of layers in the network.
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Modern detectors, in general, differ in how to utilize Φ. As an example, the CSP

detector [41] generates all bounding box proposals within the network and uses

the Non-MaximumSuppression (NMS) as the only post-processing scheme.

Modern object detectors can be broadly distributed into two: One stage and two-

stage detectors. While the former framework consists of a single-stage pipeline,

the latter imposes a network consisting of two sub-networks, where one of them

is responsible for generating region proposals and the other one is responsible for

making the actual detections based on feature extractions. There are notable one-

stage detectors, such as YOLOv3 [52], and furthermore, its modified descendants,

like YOLOv3-tiny, that bear excellent detections speed of up to 220 FPS.However,

these detectors are not in the leaderboard of pedestrian detection benchmarks

such as Caltech [21] (with some exceptions such as ALFNet [42]), where precision

is considered to be more important than speed. For this reason, this thesis will be

focusing on the region based or two-stage framework, as generally, they perform

with better detection accuracy.

At the time of writing this thesis, most of the open-source better-performing

detectors are improved implementations based on Faster R-CNN, which also

derives from a set of previous generation detectors. A brief description of Faster

R-CNN and its predecessors is given below.

• R-CNN [25]: In 2012, the AlexNet based Region-based Convolutional

Neural Network was developed, which is a combination of a selective

search based region proposal method and a feature extractor. It takes an

input image, extracts around 2000 bottom-up region proposals, computes

features for each proposal using AlexNet, and classifies each region using a

class-specific linear SVMs

• SPP-net [29]: Developed in 2013, Spatial Pyramid Pooling net is an

improvement upon R-CNN which introduces adaptively-sized pooling and

a single computation of feature maps. As with R-CNN, the generated region

proposals were of arbitrary scale/size, meaning that they needed to be

rescaled and warped in order to have them as an input to the CNN. In

SPPNet, a spatial pyramid pooling strategy is used to eliminate this problem.

Furthermore, convolutional features are not calculated multiple times,
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resulting in 24-102 times faster speed than the R-CNN, while achieving

similar or better accuracy.

• FastR-CNN[24]: Developed in 2014, Fast R-CNNwas developed to target

the shortcomings of R-CNN and SPP-net. Both of them use a multi-stage

training pipeline that extracts features, fine-tunes a network, trains SVMs,

and fits bounding box regressors. Fast R-CNN on the other hand, amongst

other perks, uses a single-stage training process, resulting in training the

VGG16 [59] architecture 3 times faster and raising the testing speeds 10

times compared to SPP-net.

• Faster R-CNN [54]: Developed in 2015, Faster R-CNN targeted the

problematic parts in Fast R-CNN and SPP-net, as the region proposal

computation was becoming a slow bottleneck. For this, a Region Proposal

Network was introduced, which replaced the old-fashioned selective search

method for generating region proposals. Thus, Faster R-CNN is a purely

CNN based framework, enabling region proposals at a very low cost. At this

point, detection speeds of 5 FPS were reached on a GPU.

2.1.3 Weak spots for CNN based detectors

To a large extent, CNN’s are a black box to us, meaning that we do not understand

completely what is being computed or how some inputs are processed. Having

a better overview of what is going on ”under the hood” would be helpful in

optimizing the performance of the networks. In the case of the VGG16 backbone

architecture, 138 million parameters are used to describe how the neural network

performs [34], and thus, there is some level of uncertainty of what exactly is

happening in the network. Due to this, just based on the structure of the network,

we are not able to describe the particular reason why a classifier network might

be bad at differentiating zebras and cows, why is the network having difficulty

in dealing with certain types of occlusion, and furthermore, understand what is

going on in the network when you feed it with an edited image of a human that

has a head of a horse.

Previous studies such as [65] have used adversarial inputs to outline counter-
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Figure 2.2: The image on the left is correctly classified by AlexNet, the center
image represents the distortions applied to the original image, and the image on
the right was falsely classified as a ostrich. [65]

intuitive properties of neural networks, which can be considered as weak-spots.

As pointed in the study and seen in Figure 2.2, the AlexNet object classifier

misclassified a slightly distorted/manipulated image of a school bus for an ostrich,

even though the image does not behold any visible alterations to the human

eye. Furthermore, [62] showed how introducing a single black pixel adversarial

perturbation on an arbitrary image could completely cripple the performance of

the classifier. This is shown in Figure 2.3. These examples prove that neural-

network-based applications can behave in unexpected ways, and also tells us, that

the use of image/video compression has to be further investigated since lossy

compression methods can create blocking artifacts on an image.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of how a single black pixel insertion could disorder
the CNN classifier. The inserted black pixel is indicated with a red circle, the
labels in black are correct labels and the blue labels are the prediction labels of
the algorithm. [62]
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2.2 Image/video encoding

A minute-long clip of an uncompressed 1920 x 1080 8-bit video at 30 FPS has

a size of 11.2 GB. Assuming you took that video with a GoPro HERO+, which

has a maximum bitrate of 25 Mbps, that video is immediately encoded with the

H.264 standard [71] and stored to the memory with a maximum size of 188 MB

(excluding the header info). This way, GoPro hasmanaged to save an almost exact

copy of the original video while using 60 times less space. Emphasis needs to be

on the term ”almost exact”, as we are trading better video quality for less video

storage size. Common encoder standards, such as H.264 [71], HEVC (also known

as H.265) [63], VP8 [5], and VP9 [46], use clever ways of reducing video size

without the video becoming grainy or unpleasant to see for the human eye. During

the encoding process, the imperfect elements of the humanvisual systemare taken

into account, and approximations and simplifications are made of the frames in

such a way, that humans are often not able to distinguish the compressed video

from the original uncompressed video.

The human visual system is built to focus on continuous motion, and not the

video frames separately. This is why we are able to compress a video’s size by

60 times with barely noticing any difference. However, if one was to cut out

single frames from the two videos with the specifications described previously,

the difference becomes very obvious. The separate frames are simplified in

extensive amounts, such that the frame has evidently lost sharpness in edges

and colour, and the frame is saturated in compression artifacts. Consequences

of compression could be seen in Figure 2.4. In computer vision applications,

however, these frames are processed separately, and compression artifacts are

noticed. Furthermore, if compressed frames are used as inputs in a CNN-based

object detectors or classifiers, their performance is degraded based on the level of

compression applied.

This section gives an overview of video compression theory, comprising of

a description of the HEVC encoding method, lossy and lossless compression

methods, and image/video compression settings for automotive applications. The

following coding theory techniques (excluding techniques using temporal data)

can also be used when compressing image data.
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of the effects of compression. Note the compression
artifacts indicated with the yellow box. [69]

2.2.1 Overview of the HEVC standard

The High Efficiency Video Coding standard [63] is the direct successor of

the H.264 codec, with design focus aimed at enabling more efficient coding,

increasing video resolution and the use of parallel processing architectures at

the cost of more computation power. The HEVC video coding standard takes

advantage of improvements in processing capacity and provides a solution

for continuingly increasing burdens on networks and storage devices. While

perceiving the same video quality as the H.264 codec, the HEVC is more efficient

in compressing the frames to a smaller size. [31]

HEVChas beendesigned to displace all applications coveredby theH.264domain,

including the broadcasting of high definition TV signals over satellite, cable, and

terrestrial transmission systems, video content acquisition, camcorders, security

applications, Internet and mobile network video, real-time applications such as

streaming, video conferencing, and more. [63]

The term ”codec” implies the usage of an encoder and a decoder, where the first

is used to transform the source video, consisting of a sequence of video frames,

to a compressed video stream. In this state, the compressed video is easy to

distribute and store on devices due to its compact size. If there is a need to play

the video, the decoder takes this bitstream as an input and transforms it back to

viewable format based on standard specific instructions that are embedded in the

bitstream. [31]

The following part of this section gives an overview of what are the basic steps of

encoding a video according to the HEVC standard. It needs to be noted that there
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are other codecs that do not necessarily work in a similar fashion as the HEVC,

but since it is one of the more prevailing video coding methods, the compression

steps are explained based on the HEVC example. The steps that go into encoding

a video are:

• Partitioning of each image into multiple units

• Prediction of each unit using intra/inter prediction and subtraction of the

prediction from the unit

• Transformation and quantization of the residual (the difference between the

original picture unit and the prediction)

• Entropy encoding the transform output, prediction information, mode

information and headers. [31]

The steps that go into decoding are:

• Entropy decoding and extraction of the elements of the coded sequence

• Rescaling and inverting the transform stage

• Prediction of each unit and adding the prediction to the output of the inverse

transform

• Reconstruction of a decoded video image. [31]

Partitioning All of the input frames are partitioned into rectangular or square

regions Tiled/Sliced, which are partitioned into Coding Tree Units (CTU) with a

maximum size of 64x64 pixels, which in turn, are further partitioned into Coding

Units (CU) using a quadtree structure (see Figure 2.5) [31]. These CUs are the

units on which the next compression steps such as prediction, transforming, and

quantization are performed on.

Prediction: finds redundant information within the current frame (intra-

prediction) or adjacent frames in the frame sequence (inter-prediction) [47].

Intra-prediction uses pixel information available in the current picture as

prediction references, and a prediction direction is extracted. Inter-prediction
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Figure 2.5: The tree structure that CTUs and CUs are represented with [66]

uses pixel information available in the past or future frames as prediction

references and the motion vectors are calculated as the offset between the

particular CU in the current frame and the same CU in one of the neighbouring

or nearby frames. Due to the availability of reusing modified prediction data

from previous frames, intra-prediction frame encoding is very efficient in saving

storage. It does, however, come with drawbacks, which are described in Section

2.2.3. The prediction process on a certain CU can also be skipped altogether, in

which modified motion information is not needed, as they can be extracted and

reused from previous frames. The result of the prediction process is the residual

signal, which cannot be compressed any further with the appointed compression

settings. [66]

Transform: the residual signal is transformed using methods called Discrete

Cosine Transform (DCT) or Discrete Sine Transform (DST), which are

characteristic to both the HEVC encoder and decoder. [47]

Quantization: takes the output from the transformation process as an input,

which is a sparse matrix containing mostly zeros but some amount of coefficients

[30]. The input is then quantized by rounding the results of the division with a

quantization parameter. TheHEVCQuantization parameters have values ranging

from 0 to 51 that may be explicitly specified, where a quantization parameter of 0
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results in a less compressed video and 51 results in highly compressed video. This

process is irreversible and responsible for most of the data loss. [47]

Entropy encoding: the compressed video frames are stored into a bitstream

that also includes details about the encoded sequence and the information

required to reconstruct the video by the decoder. The video frames, are encoded

to the bitstream with the Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC)

method, so themore frequently certain patterns appear, the fewer bits can be used

to represent those patterns in the bitstream. [47]

2.2.2 Lossy and lossless compression

There are two types of compression methods: lossy and lossless compression,

and their names are intuitive. As we saw previously, by encoding a video with

the internal lossy compression settings of the GoPro HERO+, a video file with 60

times smaller size was created. There are methods for lossless compression, but it

is generally not used for two reasons: as multimedia is mostly targeted for human

viewers, the difference in quality is hardly noticeable for us, and, the resulting file

sizes are not significantly smaller than the original files. The latter has to do with

the fact that lossless compression skips the quantization steps, which accounts for

most of the compression and the data loss.

Given that encoding and decoding a video using lossless compression results

in the same video as the original, it could account for better performance on

object detectors due to the absence of blocking artifacts. Furthermore, this would

mean that we could compress a video up to a certain point so that the detection

performance is not affected at all.

2.2.3 Compression for automotive settings

The chosen coding parameters have to be chosen based on trade-offs between

coding efficiency, limitations on rate fluctuations, re-synchronization ability,

and computational ability [57]. Given that this thesis focuses on investigating
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pedestrian detection systems, that is likely used as a safety feature, the

compressionmethods have to be adapted to keep the pipeline robust and reliable.

This section covers what approaches should be considered.

Rate control modes in automotive settings. There are multiple different

rate control modes that can be used to encode videos with popular encoders

standards such as H.264 and HEVC, some more suitable for automotive

applications than others. According to [55], for the HEVC standard, the following

bit rate control modes are available:

• Constant QP (quantization parameter) - The QP parameter is fixed for all

CTUs, which means that bitrate will vary heavily on scene complexity, and

will likely provide unsatisfying encodes.

• Average Bitrate (ABR) - The encoder tries to reach the given average bit rate.

Since the encoder cannot tell if the scenes will bemore or less complex in the

future, this is not a great option to use, as the likely result of an encode is a

video clip where different parts of a video have heavier compression.

• Constant Bitrate (CBR) - Better rate control mode than the ABR, as the

quality is more stable throughout the entire video. However, scenes still use

the specified bit rate, even if it is possible to use less for a particular scene.

• 2-Pass Average Bitrate (2-Pass ABR) - As the single pass ABR is likely unable

to produce stable video quality throughout the entire clip due to being unable

to predict the future, the 2-pass ABR firstly estimates the cost of encoding

each frame in the first pass, and encodes the frames more efficiently on the

second pass.

• Constant Quality (CQ) / Constant Rate Factor (CRF) - Steady quality

throughout the encoding process. As a downside, the bitrate and file size

may vary or fluctuate.

• Constrained Encoding (VBV) - Bitrate is constrained to a certain maximum.

May result in quality variability when the maximum bitrate is reached.

The first two listed ratecontrol modes are almost never used outside of the
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research domain due to impracticality and the CBR is mostly used in streaming

applications, but in other domains, VBV is preferred, because it is encouraged

to allow the encoder to use lower bitrates if possible. Also, 2-pass ABR is

generally deemed to be a slow method of encoding and not suitable for real-time

systems.

In a constrained reliable real-time system environment, such as an onboard

pedestrian detection system, we would want to use rate control modes that do

not have large bitrate fluctuations, which can cause packet losses if the receiving

end receives more data than it can handle. Secondly, the encoded video should

have a similar perceivable quality throughout the entire video, so with an actual

pedestrian detection system located on a vehicle, it is recommended to use the

CRF rate control mode with the maximum bitrate being capped. However,

when we aim to transmit the encoded video to a central station, the encoding

requirements are not that strict.

Intra/Inter-frame prediction. As briefly touched in Section 2.2.1, video is

typically compressed using both intra- and inter-frame encodings. Intra-frame

encoding is bit-wise expensive because compression methods are applied to the

particular frame without any reference to adjacent frames. Inter-frame encoding,

on the other hand, is bit-wise less expensive, as motion prediction information

stored about adjacent intra-frames are available to reuse. Intra-frame encoding

has to be done though, as they are used as the basis for inter-frame encoding,

meaning that an encoded video stream contains sequentially placed sets, where

the first intra-frame is followed by many inter-frames.

Due to its efficiency, inter-frame encoding is wanted, as this could reduce the size

of the resulting bitstream by a significant margin. An endless amount of following

inter-frames, however, cannot be used. Considering a scenario where the intra-

frame gets lost in the data transaction or fails to be decoded, the subsequent inter-

frames are also lost. Furthermore, due to the small number of intra-frames, re-

synchronization times are increased in the case of a packet loss. [45]

In fact, the number of following inter-frames is dependent on the application, as

less-critical applications are fine with using a large inter-to-intra-frame ratio. If
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the packet loss occurs in the broadcasting of a TV-signal, this is most likely not a

big problem, but in a pedestrian detection system, a packet loss of this size could be

crucial. For this reason, a study from 2011 in collaboration with BMW Research

and Technology [26] used only intra-frame encoding on a pedestrian detection

system, stating that a packet loss of only one frame is tolerable.

2.3 Related Work

A previously mentioned study [26] from 2011 by authors from Technical

University of Munich, BMW Research and Technology, and BMW AG investigate

the influence of image/video compression on night vision-based pedestrian

detection systems in automotive applications. With the introduction of

IP/Ethernet networks in automobiles, image/video compression became a

necessity for effective data transfer, but the post-compression effects on object

detection algorithms based on far-infrared (FIR) sensors had not been studied

yet.

The study describes the problem of the setup and connectivity of multiple

Electronic Control Units (ECU) inside a vehicle, where only one designated

ECU could access the data transmitted by the camera system via the Low

Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) wiring. The IP/Ethernet-based connection

provides a solution for this problem, so that data from the camera module, which

gets sent in a compressed and packetized bitstreams, can be accessible tomultiple

ECUs simultaneously. Pedestrian detection was the task that was used to test the

feasibility of the approach on 224 video sequences, 83% of which were captured

in dry weather conditions.

The setup consisted of a hardware-in-the-loop system, where the far-infrared

sensor had a resolution of 324 x 256, 30 fps refresh rate, and 14-bit grayscale

color depth, having a data rate of around 40 Mbit/s. Considering that most video

encoders usually accept the colour depth of 8-bit, a pixel color depth reduction

algorithm was applied to ease encoder adaption. Furthermore, the ECUs used in

the systemuse 8-bit precision, so the reduction algorithmposes no negative effect.

This also reduced the data rate to around 20Mbit/s due to being able to represent
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Impact on tracking rate at 4s before impact [26], (b) Impact on
initial possible alarm distance (IPAD) [26].

a single pixel in 1 byte of data instead of 2. As also mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the

authors only used intra-frame encoding to ensure system reliability.

The FIR detection algorithm, described in [35], is relatively old, originating from

2007. It uses hot-spots and image positions of near-constant bearing for detecting

pedestrians. Furthermore, Distance to Collision (DTC) is calculated with the help

of size change measurements at sub-pixel accuracy and vehicle velocity.

The study used ”Tracking rate at 4 seconds before impact” as one of the evaluation

metrics. The intuition behind this is that pedestrians need to be detected at

least 4 seconds before the impact happens so that appropriate measures could

be triggered to avoid an accident. The second metric was ”Initial possible alarm

distance (IPAD)”, which reflects the maximum distance at which a pedestrian can

be detected. Bothmetrics are usedwhen evaluating JPEG andH.264 compression

methods.

The video compression impact results on the tracking rate at 4s before impact

and the IPAD metrics are reflected in Figure 2.6. The results are interesting,

as the bitrate could be reduced to 1 Mbit/s for JPEG and to 0.125 Mbit/s for

H.264 compression without substantially noticeable performance degradation.

This means a 20x and 160x reduction in bitrate, respectively.

This study proves that image/video compression could indeed be used in

automotive settings. But since this study is rather outdated, a new study has to
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be presented, that uses modern detection methods, higher resolution data, and

modern compression methods.
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3 Selection of the pedestrian detection method and

the dataset

This chapter describes the argumentative approaches that were considered in

order to select the suitable detector and dataset for the forthcoming experiments.

Furthermore, evaluation methods and benchmarking environments that will be

used later in the thesis, are described.

3.1 Pedestrian detector selection

Pedestrian detection is a popular topic amongst researchers, who are keen on

improving overall detection performance. Many newer and better-performing

detectors are built on top of older, already proven detectors, such as Faster R-CNN

[54]. As seen in Section 2.1.2, research teams do not generally design completely

novel detectors that use new architecture, but rather improve the bottleneck of

the methods. This results in a large number of research papers published on the

topic that reflect those small incremental improvements. In 2018, The Caltech

Pedestrian Detection Benchmark, which is one of the most popular benchmarks

within this topic, added 5 new detectors that achieved magnificent results in

pedestrian detection.

Confirming detector performance is no easy task. According to [40], comparing

detectors in terms of accuracy, speed, and memory alone is difficult, as

detectors:

• are built on different meta detection frameworks, such as R-CNN [25], Fast

R-CNN[24], Faster R-CNN [54], and SSD [43],

• use different backbone networks such as VGG [59], AlexNet [38],

GoogLeNet [64], and ResNet [27],

• use pretraining on different datasets such as ImageNet [56] and MS COCO

[39],

• apply innovations, such as multilayer feature combination and deformable

convolutional networks,
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• use data augmentation methods such as multicrop, horizontal flipping,

multiscale images, and more.

There is no perfect way of confirming the superiority of the detector, but

benchmarks such as Caltech’s are useful, as detectors undergo a uniform

testing regimen that gives an accurate performance evaluation of each detector.

For pedestrian detection, there are mainly three commonly used benchmarks:

the previously mentioned Caltech Pedestrian Detection Benchmark [21], the

CityPersons benchmark [75] and the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [23]. All

of the aforementioned benchmarks have their own datasets and the evaluation

is done on the basis of these datasets, which are described in more detail in

Section 3.2.2. The Caltech and the CityPersons pedestrian detection datasets

focus solely on pedestrians, and the annotations include temporal correspondence

between bounding boxes and occlusion labels. The KITTI dataset, however, offers

autonomous driving-related data, such as readings from four high-resolution

video cameras, a laser scanner, and a localization system. Amongst the labeled

data in the KITTI dataset, are also bounding box labels for cars, cyclists and

pedestrians. Each of those aforementioned categories has their own benchmark

ranking list of detectors, that have proven to have good performance based under

the benchmark’s evaluation criteria. The evaluation methods are described in

Section 3.1.1. Considering that these datasets used in the benchmarks have not

been yet completely saturated (Caltech benchmark has a 4%miss rate for the best

performers) and they are frequently updatedwith results by novel detectors, these

benchmarks give an excellent overview of current state-of-the-art detectors.

3.1.1 Evaluation methods for the Caltech and KITTI benchmarks

This section gives the reader an insight into the details on how the algorithms are

evaluated on the Caltech, CityPersons and KITTI benchmarks. As of this section,

only the evaluation algorithmmethods are considered, and the descriptions of the

datasets, on which the evaluation is performed on, are described amongst other

datasets with pedestrian labels in Section 3.2.2.
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The KITTI benchmark evaluation method [23] uses slightly different

evaluation settings for cars, cyclists and pedestrians. For a successful detection

of a car, a bounding box overlap of 70% is required, and a successful detection

of a pedestrian or a cyclist requires a bounding box overlap of at least 50%.

The formula, first introduced in the PASCAL object detection challenge [22] for

calculating an overlap area ao between the predicted bounding box Bp and the

ground truth bounding boxBgt, also referred as Intersection Over Union (IOU) in

later parts of this thesis, is shown below:

ao =
area(Bp ∩Bgt)

area(Bp ∪Bgt)
(3)

According to [22], the required area of intersection is deliberately chosen to be low

for pedestrians due to two main reasons: inaccuracies in ground truth bounding

box labeling amongst multiple datasets, and high amount of pedestrians with

abnormal or irregular poses (such as arms and legs spread out). This theory was

also confirmed in [21], by showing that evaluation was insensitive to inaccuracies

with an IOU threshold of 60% or less.

In order to have a more accurate performance measurement, the developers

of KITTI benchmark have assigned a minimum object bounding box height

of 25 pixels so that there are no false positive detections on the small scale.

Furthermore, since around 2% of the bounding boxes in the hardest category

have not been recognized by humans, the upper limit for recall in that category

is 98%.

The KITTI benchmark evaluates performance on three difficulty levels (easy,

moderate, and hard) and the descriptions of each difficulty category are given in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Description of KITTI benchmark’s evaluation categories.

Difficulty level Bounding box height Occlusion level Truncation

Easy ≥ 40 Px Fully visible ≤ 15%
Moderate ≥ 25 Px Partly occluded ≤ 30%
Hard ≥ 25 Px Difficult to see ≤ 50%
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The evaluation results are given in average precision (AP) and presented

as precision-recall curves in all difficulty categories In addition, the KITTI

benchmark also lists the detection runtime in seconds, but it is important to note

that all of the listed runtimes are dependent on the underlying hardware of the

machine, and therefore cannot be very accurately compared.

The Caltech benchmark evaluation method [21] , used by both the

Caltech and CityPersons benchmark, uses a refined andmore complex evaluation

methodology by providing informative, unbiased, and realistic comparisons that

also take occlusion and aspect ratios of the pedestrians into account. The first

version of the Caltech evaluationmethodwas published in 2009 in [20], and since

then, the evaluation protocol has changed substantially. To this day, the Caltech

benchmark is used widely and is still appreciated as an accurate benchmark when

it comes to evaluating the performance of pedestrian detectors.

Just as the KITTI benchmark, Caltech evaluation benchmark also uses the same

IOU calculation method shown in Formula 3, with a detection threshold of

50% for pedestrians. The detector needs to read in an image and return set of

data including the bounding box size, coordinates, and the confidence score for

each detection. Furthermore, the detector is expected to perform non-maximal

suppression (NMS) for mergingmultiple nearby detections on a single target, and

all of that on objects from multiple scale categories.

The Caltech evaluationmethod uses additional features during the evaluation that

are listed below:

• detectionswith highest confidence scores arematched in the case ofmultiple

detections on a single target,

• if a detection covers multiple ground truth bounding boxes, the match with

the highest overlap is used and ties are broken randomly,

• unmatched detections count as false positives and unmatched ground truths

count as false negatives,

• for occluded pedestrians, full ground truth bounding boxes are used in

evaluation instead of bounding boxes that cover only a sub-part of a
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pedestrian,

• evaluation is only performed on every 30th frame,

• ground truth is filtered in ambiguous areas (e.g. in crowds), by introducing

”ignore regions” so that possibly correct detections are not considered as

false positives.

Just like the KITTI benchmark, the Caltech benchmark can provide results in the

form of AP and precision versus recall curve, but the authors suggest providing

detector results in the form of a log-average miss rate and a miss rate versus false

positives per image plot on log scales instead. Moreover, this is done in the [10−2,

100] range and thus denoted asMR−2. The reason being that this metric provides

conceptually similar results compared to the average precision metric, but is able

to present the data in a more informative and clear way.

It is important to note, that a standardized height to width log-mean aspect ratio

of 0.41 is used on pedestrians. This is the default setting of the evaluation method

due to the fact that benchmarking is done on the Caltech dataset. If a different

dataset is used to either train a detector or evaluate detections with, this aspect

ratio of pedestrians should be modified for most accurate evaluation, as it is

important for the ground truth and detection bounding boxes to match the same

aspect ratio.

The Caltech benchmark evaluates performance on ten difficulty levels and the

descriptions of each difficulty category are given in Table 3.2. Although the

Caltech evaluation tool is able to list algorithms based on their performances in

all of those aforementioned categories, the authors of the benchmark deem the

”Reasonable” category to be the most accurate and informative when evaluating

pedestrians detections. One of the reasons for this is to avoid labeling mistakes.

The ground truth bounding boxes are labeled by humans, who can likely

misinterpret a person with an arbitrary object when dealing with labeling objects

of small size. This is especially the case when using the Caltech dataset with a

resolution of only 640 x 480 pixels. Secondly, the height of a pedestrian in pixels

is inversely proportional to the distance to the camera. Taking the resolution

of the Caltech dataset and the vehicle speed of 55 km/h as a basis, an 80-pixel
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person is just 1.5s away, while a 30-pixel person is 4s away. Therefore, detecting

pedestrians on medium scales is most important for automotive applications.

Furthermore, if using a dataset with a higher resolution, the necessity of using

far-scale pedestrians in the evaluation becomes small.

Table 3.2: Description of Caltech benchmark’s evaluation categories.

Category Bounding box height Occlusion

Reasonable ≥ 50 Px 0 - 35%
Overall ≥ 0 Px 0 - 80%

Typical aspect ratio ≥ 50 Px 0%
Atypical aspect ratio ≥ 50 Px 0%

Near scale ≥ 80 Px 0%
Medium scale 30 Px - 80 Px 0%
Far scale ≤ 30 Px 0%

No occlusion ≥ 50 Px 0%
Partial occlusion ≥ 50 Px 1 - 35%
Heavy occlusion ≥ 50 Px 35 - 80%

3.1.2 Analysis of detector selection

Section 3.1.1 covered the evaluation methods and evaluation datasets for the

two most known pedestrian detection benchmarks. There are other benchmarks

available on which upon detectors are evaluated, but either their evaluation

methods are obsolete or novel detector results are not submitted due to

unpopularity. Table 3.3 reflects the top-performing open-source detectors

positions on chosen benchmarks. It has to be noted that only public and published

detectors are reflected in the table. Moreover, due to a large number of detectors

available, the listing includes only the best detectors up to a reasonable point.

[21] shows that running the same object detection algorithm on different datasets

creates uncomparable results, but the overall detector ranking is reasonably

consistent across datasets, thus such listing could be relevant in understanding

performances of different detectors.

It can be seen that the KITTI benchmark reports a very large number of detector

performances, with the best ones outperforming the detectors on the Caltech

benchmark. However, since the KITTI datasets have received critique from
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publishments such as [60] and the Caltech evaluation method has received more

acknowledgement by the community, we want to refrain from using detectors

which are exclusively listed on the KITTI evaluation benchmark.

Table 3.3: Open source detector listings of different benchmarks (listings gathered
on 29/04/2019).
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhMethod

Benchmark
Caltech [21] KITTI [23] EuroCity [9] CS/CP [17, 75]

SDS-RCNN [10] 10
MS-CNN [14] 14 19
RPN+BF [74] 9 48
F-PointNet [50] 5
TuSimple [28, 73] 6
RRC [53] 10
Faster R-CNN [54] 40 1
SSD [43] 3
R-FCN [18] 69 4
CSP [41] 1 1
ALFNet [42] 4 2
OR-CNN [76] 3 3
RepLoss [70] 2 4

MS-CNN [14] is regarded as the detector of choice for this thesis. To start with,

MS-CNN is by no means the best performing, as new detectors such as CSP [41],

ALFNet [42], RepLoss [70] have reached performances of around 4% miss rate

on Caltech, while the MS-CNN reaches miss rate performance of 10%. MS-CNN

is, however, the state-of-the-art detector in 2016, has proven good performance

across many datasets, and most of all, it is one of the most known and studied

detectors. An illustration of this could be seen in https://arxiv.org/ [2], where as

of 2019-05-25, the MS-CNN paper is cited 331 times and amongst the best CS/CP

performers, RepLoss, has the highest amount of citations of 23.

Secondly, the GPU machine setup at Ericsson AB also supports the Caffe Deep

Learning Framework [33], thatMS-CNN is implemented in, and does not support

Keras [36], Tensorflow [67], or PyTorch [49] deep learning libraries, inwhichCSP,

ALFNet, and RepLoss are implemented in.

The absolute best performance, however, is not necessary for the topic of this

thesis in the first place. Since this thesis is about investigating the effects of

image/video compression on detectors, we aim to evaluate the performance
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Figure 3.1: Objects of different sizes are hard to detect with a fixed receptive field
(shaded area) size. [14]

deterioration between a single detector that is trained on data with different

specifications. As described in Section 2.1.2, detectors mostly differ in how

the layers of the neural network are utilized, while the data augmentation

methods and post-processing methods are similar. This means that the effects

of image/video compression should be somewhat consistent amongst modern

detectors.

Although MS-CNN is not listed in the CityPersons benchmark due to the fact that

the CityPersons benchmark was released after MS-CNN was published, we can

still validate the performance ofMS-CNN on the CityScapes/CityPersons (CS/CP)

dataset1 with the help of other detectors that have performance results listed on

both the Caltech and CityPersons benchmarks.

3.1.3 Multi-scale Deep Convolutional Neural Network

The Multi-scale Deep Convolutional Neural Network (MS-CNN) was proposed in

2016 by Cai et al. [14]. The predecessors and competitors of MS-CNN, in general,

lack the ability to detect objects from multiple scales effectively due to the fixed

sizes of receptive fields. Figure 3.1 illustrates the difficulties in detecting objects

of various sizes with just a fixed receptive field size.

1CityPersons [75] is the administrator of the benchmark, whereas the actual dataset used is
created by both CityScapes [17] and CityPersons [75]
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Detecting objects of various sizes, however, is extremely important in pedestrian

detection systems, where nearby pedestrians appear many times larger than the

ones that are observed from a distance. Thus, MS-CNN uses complementary

scale-specific detectors of multiple sizes with the VGG-16 backbone to produce a

strong and reliable multi-scale object detector. In 2016, MS-CNN reported state-

of-the-art results on Caltech and KITTI, with a miss rate of 10% and a recall rate

of 75% on Caltech ”Reasonable” and Kitti ”Moderate” categories, respectively.

Furthermore, it manages to do that in real-time with speeds of up to 15 fps on

Caltech.

It is a two-stage detector (explained in Section 2.1.2), where the first stage

generates object proposal regions for the second stage, which is responsible for

generating class probabilities and bounding boxes in the output. This is also

characteristic to other well-known generic object and pedestrian detectors such

as Fast R-CNN [24] and Faster R-CNN [54], and to currently best-performing

pedestrian detectors such as OR-CNN [76] and RepLoss [70].

Furthermore, as a common method in object detectors, MS-CNN applies data

augmentationmethods on the training dataset to adapt the detector to object scale

differences. In the Caltech dataset, for instance, pedestrian scales vary across

multiple octaves such that very large pedestrians and very small pedestrians

are represented in a small amount of training data. To counter this, MS-CNN

randomly resizes training images to multiple scales.

3.2 Dataset selection

Selecting the dataset onwhich a CNNdetector is trained on is equally as important

as the algorithm itself. According to [40], the improvement in overall dataset

size and quality is largely responsible for the positive outcomes in detector

performance over the past few years. As an example, the ImageNet dataset [56]

consists of more than 14 million images with more than 21,000 object categories

embedded with the bounding box annotations, and the MS COCO dataset [39]

includes annotations for pixel-level segmentation of object instances.

Furthermore, having datasets with more comprehensive labels allows research
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groups to take on more challenging tasks comprising of identifying objects

from a larger set of categories. The JAAD dataset [37] from the pedestrian

detection field includes temporal annotations of humanbehaviour such as slowing

down movement speed, looking at the vehicle, and crossing the road. These

complex temporal annotations could be used to better understand the non-verbal

communication dynamics between the driver and the pedestrian.

This section describes the reasoning of selecting a dataset, comprising of detailed

analysis into the characteristics, necessary requirements of a dataset, and the

suitability of a dataset for the issue that this work is regarding. Furthermore,

qualitative and quantitative reasoning is presented for the current state-of-the-

art public datasets in the given field of pedestrian detection.

3.2.1 Requirements for a dataset

Since the aim of the thesis is to use compressed images/videos with pedestrian

detection algorithms, the dataset that is going to be used has to abide by some

necessary requirements, which are discussed below.

The dataset has to reflect a real-life scenario. According to [40], the

relationship or similarity between the source and target datasets plays a critical

role, meaning that if we aim to detect pedestrians with video feed from an onboard

camera, the pedestrian detection algorithm has to be trained on similar video

feed. This means that using surveillance footage datasets or general-purpose

datasets with ”person” labels such as MS COCO and ImageNet are ruled for many

reasons.

Firstly, these datasets consist of images of arbitrary scenes such as forests, fields,

or indoors, and do not necessarily consist of scenes seen in regular traffic. In

fact, having the right traffic environment is considered so important that some

pedestrian datasets consist of footages taken in different urban environments

in different countries and cities. This claim is also acknowledged by the CS/CP

dataset in [17] and [75], which consist of images taken in 27 cities.

Secondly, the perspective from which people are viewed in the images does not
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follow the automotive setup, in which the camera is placed somewhere near the

rear-viewmirror. Images that are not taken from this height range cannot be used

in the training process, as the pedestrians can appear skewed. As an example, the

Caltech dataset [21] provides an accurate description of the general automotive

camera setup, including information about the vertical field of view, focal length,

and more.

The dataset has to have good annotation quantity/quality. Having a

greater amount of annotations to use in the training process in crucial. Since

CNN’s detect pedestrians by observing certain patterns, there has to be a good

amount of samples that reinforce pattern estimations that are generated in the

CNNs training/fine-tuning process.

Furthermore, the annotations have to be of good quality. The bounding-box

annotations that are used in pedestrian datasets have to, therefore, reflect a real

scenario, deal with different types of occlusion, introduce ignore regions (in the

case of a person riding a bike or appearing on an advertisement), andmore. As an

example, some older datasets/benchmarks such as KITTI have received criticism

on the annotation quality by [60] and [10] for counting cyclists as false positives

and having bad ground truth quality, which leads to misleading quantitative

accuracy results.

The dataset has to contain high resolution and high-quality data.

This is especially important since the experiments carried out in this thesis will

include video/image compression. As a means of having a reliable evaluation

methodology, the source data has to be as clear and crisp as possible, ideally,

having a high resolution with no compression or other alternations applied.

Furthermore, having information about the capturing device is important, as this

helps us understand if and how has the raw captured data been manipulated

with.

Other aspects to consider include the difficulty of the dataset, performance

saturation of the benchmark, pedestrian density, distribution of near/mid/far-
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scale pedestrians, data format (videos or images).

3.2.2 Pedestrian dataset review

There are multiple datasets with pedestrian labels in the public domain. As

emphasized in Section 3.2.1, the selected dataset has to abide by certain

requirements. Thus, mainly the two newer datasets, JAAD and CS/CP are

considered in the more thorough stage of evaluation. There are also well-known

datasets such as ETH, INRIA, Daimler, and TUD-Brussels, but these are not

involved in the comparison due to being having notable disadvantages compared

to the datasets listed in the table, such as different camera perspective (images

not taken from the perspective of a vehicle), having a small sample size, not being

from the public domain, or most of all, having a small image/video resolution or

unsatisfactory data quality.

The Jaad dataset [37] , introduced by the Computer Science and Engineering

department or York University, presents pedestrian bounding-box and

timestamped pedestrian-driver joint attention annotations in order to study the

behavioural and communicational variability of traffic participants. Citing to the

Google’s self driving car annual report from 2015, the authors of the JAAD dataset

bring forward an interesting observation, in which a third of the autonomous

driving-related disengagements happened due to ”perception discrepancy” and

only 10% of the disengagements happened due to incorrect prediction of traffic

participants and inability to respond to reckless behaviours.

the Cityscapes/CityPersons, [17]/[75] (CS/CP) dataset is a collaboration

between the Cityscapes dataset and the CityPersons bounding-box annotations.

The Cityscapes dataset, proposed by Daimler AG RD, TU Darmstadt, MPI

Informatics, and TU Dresden, includes pixel- and instance-level labels for

different objects together with vehicle odometry, GPS coordinates, and

temperature measurements, and CityPersons provides the pedestrian bounding-

box labels as a third-party group.
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The CS/CP dataset uses industry-grade capturing setup and image manipulation

methods. The images are capturedwith a 2MPCMOSAR0331 stereo camerawith

rolling shutters at a frame-rate of 17 Hz, resulting in 16-bit HDR (high dynamic

range) stereo pair images. The 16-bit HDR images are subsequently debayered

and rectified. Furthermore, the CS dataset provides 8-bit RGB LDR (low dynamic

range) images that are obtained by applying a logarithmic tone mapping curve,

which is characteristic in the automotive industry. [17]

Table 3.4 gives an overview of the specifications of the datasets that are used for

training and evaluating detectors. There are some notes regarding the table that

have to be addressed:

• Even though the Caltech andKITTI datasets are not suitable to be used in the

training process, they are still reflected in the table due to their benchmark

being so popular.

• The JAAD dataset is recorded with three different cameras, one of them

being a GoPro HERO+. Since the GoPro-s capture resolution is higher and

the overall image quality is better than compared to the other two cameras,

there are two subsets of the JAAD dataset that are considered: the entire

dataset (mix) and only the GoPro subset (GoPro).

• The number of effective images reflects the actual amount of images that

are suitable for training, validation, or testing. For the Jaad and Caltech

datasets, the images are extracted from video clips with a frame rate of 30,

meaning that there is no need to use every extracted frame due to overfitting

the training or testing processes. The CS/CP and KITTI datasets, however,

consists of individual images with no temporal binding to one another,

meaning that all of them can be used for training and testing purposes.

• The CityPersons annotations authors have not made the testing annotations

publicly available, so evaluation processes are carried out on the validation

set instead.

• For the KITTI dataset, the authors of [9] propose the number of pedestrians

per image. Since the Authors or KITTI dataset have not made the test set

public due to the risk of overfitting the benchmark, the exact number is
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unknown. This, however, is somewhat conflicting to the pedestrian/image

number proposed by [75] and implies that the actual pedestrian/image ratio

is 0.6.

3.2.3 Analysis of dataset selection

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, there are not too many publicly available datasets

in the first place, and furthermore, only two datasets can be considered in using

in this thesis due to the constraints and limitations listed in Section 3.2.1 filtering

out most of them. The remaining two datasets, JAAD and CS/CP, both have their

own advantages and disadvantages, that were thoroughly assessed.

The size of the dataset favours the CS/CP dataset. While the JAAD dataset is

a larger dataset with the total amount of frames being almost 18 times more, the

number of effective images is only 2 times more than that of the CS/CP dataset

(with the test subset excluded). Secondly, the pedestrian density for CS/CP is 1.5

times higher, resulting in an estimated amount of labeled pedestrians of 34,245

and 24,500, for JAAD and CS/CP respectively. Thirdly, given that we are mostly

interested in using the JAAD’s GoPro subset due to having better capture settings

than the other two cameras, the amount of pedestrians in that subset is very low,

at around 5526. Another bonus that CS/CP bears, is that they have additional

20,000 non-annotated images, meaning that increasing the size of the dataset is

possible when adding the missing annotations for these images.

The data suitability favours the CS/CP dataset. Firstly, the weather

conditions are similar within all capturing sessions. Since we do not necessarily

aim to train a detector capable of understanding situations in all weather

conditions, but rather have an understanding on how image/video compression

affects the performance of one, eliminating weather variability is a bonus. It can

be argued that image/video compression could bear different results in different

weather conditions, but the JAAD subset sizes in those conditions are small and

therefore cannot be used to draw conclusive outlines in the first place.
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Secondly, the CS/CP dataset’s number of unique pedestrians very high due to

having nonsequential images, giving us a broader variability in pedestrians.

The image quality and capture settings favours the CS/CP dataset. Since

the JAAD dataset is captured with three different cameras that already compress

video data before storing it on device memory, carrying out compression analysis

on the captured data is time-consuming and likely inaccurate. Furthermore,

compressing an already heavily compressed data raises questions about the

correctness of the methodology. CS/CP dataset, on the other hand, offers

low dynamic range 8-bit RGB color model images that have obtained by

applying a logarithmic tone mapping curve which is, according to the authors,

characteristical in the automotive settings. This same method was also used in

the TUM and BMW study [26]. Additionally, the authors provide non-modified

high dynamic range 16-bit images with linear color depth upon request. Thus, a

continued, more thorough research could be conducted using this data.

As stated in the previous paragraph, temporally non-sequential images provide

us with larger variability in pedestrian appearances, but it also has a drawback.

Using temporally non-sequential data inhibits us from using temporal encoding

techniques such as inter-frame encoding, which is a large contributor to

having good compression efficiency. Even though the inter-frame prediction

compressionmethods cannot be investigated with CS/CP, it may not be necessary

in the first place, as [26], which is a paper published in collaboration with BMW

Research and Technology, states that pedestrian detection related videos are only

processed using intra-frame encoding. This is because pedestrian detection is

considered to be a safety-critical application and packet losses of more than 1

frame are not tolerated. Since no other credible sources that state the opposite

were found, this was not deemed as a significant problem.

Conclusively, Table 3.5 reflects the advantages and disadvantages of the JAAD

and the CS/CP datasets. In general, the CS/CP dataset is considered to be more

suitable for investigating the impact of image/video compression on pedestrian

detection algorithms and will be used to train and evaluate the performance of
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neural-network-based detectors.

Table 3.5: Comparison of the JAAD and CS/CP datasets

Dataset JAAD [37] CS/CP [17, 75]

Advantages
• Exact cameras known
• Large Dataset
• Good ped./image ratio

• Weather conditions are constant
• More unique pedestrians
• Exact camera model is known
• Images are crisp
• Very good ped./image ratio
• Automotive image pre-
processing done

• Availability of 16-bit images

Disadvantages
• Weather conditions vary
• Compression settings unknown
• Multiple cameras used
• GoPro subset is rather small

• Images are not sequential
• 16-bit images need pre-
processing

• Testing subset is not public
• Using 16-bit
images might require evaluation
framework modifications
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4 The detector and encoding setups

This section describes the training and evaluation framework, the methods

used for adapting MS-CNN for the CS/CP dataset, and the encoding pipeline

setup.

4.1 Training and evaluation framework

The training and evaluation framework with theMS-CNN and CS/CP support was

run on the following hardware/software setup:

GPU Nvidia GTX TITAN X 12GB

Operating System Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.6 (Santiago)

CUDA 7.5.18

CuDNN 5.0.5

GCC 4.4.7

Caffe 1.0.0-rc5 from [13] with the MatCaffe interface

Matlab R2018a

The Pedestrian Benchmark Framework (PBF), proposed by [51], is used to train

and evaluate the performance of the detectors in the Matlab environment. It

provides support for both multiple detectors and datasets, including MS-CNN,

on which the tests will be run on. It proves to be useful, as both the training and

evaluation methods are written into a compact two-in-one script-like program,

where is it easy to manipulate certain training and evaluation parameters. The

evaluation framework is dependent on Piotr Dollar’s Computer Vision Toolbox

[19] and the Caltech evaluation framework [21]. The latter of which, including

the log-average miss rate metric that the detectors are compared based on, is

described in Section 3.1.1.

Given that this is a comprehensive benchmark framework based on multiple

detectors and datasets, somemodifications andwere done tomake the framework

more convenient, automatic, and to ensure reliable results when using the MS-

CNN detector with the CS/CP dataset. These modifications comprised of:

• a custom script for transforming the detection results from the PBF data
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format to the bare Caltech evaluation format, which plots multiple graphs in

a more clear format,

• a bug-fix, in which the sitting pedestrian, cyclist, and ignore labels were not

ruled out properly,

• a functionality where random seeds for initializing the 2-stage training

processes could be changed as function parameters,

• a functionality where the number of training iterations for both training

stages could be changed as function parameters.

• a functionality where the training and evaluation sub-datasets could be

changed as function parameters.

4.2 Adapting the MS-CNN detector for the CS/CP dataset

This section cover the adaption process of the MS-CNN detector for the CS/CP

dataset.

4.2.1 Initial setting proposals for the MS-CNN detector

The MS-CNN detector is fine-tuned for the KITTI [23] and Caltech [21] datasets

and fine-tunedmodels are provided for both of them. Since theMS-CNN detector

was developed before the CS/CP dataset was released, the MS-CNN results on

the CS/CP dataset are not reflected in the official paper [14] nor have the authors

provided an adapted model. Since the KITTI and Caltech datasets were recorded

with resolutions of 1240 x 376 and 640 x 480 respectively, the model needs to

be adapted to the CS/CP dataset, which has a resolution of 2048 x 1024. As an

example, the sizes of the receptive fields (explained in Section 3.1.3) that are used

in the detection process are defined in pixels, meaning that a model used on the

Caltech dataset will not perform well on the CS/CP dataset due to the detector

being unable to detect pedestrians larger than the largest receptive field. This

sectiondescribes how theprovidedMS-CNNmodel is adapted to performaccurate

detections on the CS/CP dataset.
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Table 4.1: Training settings for the provided MS-CNN models.

Input size 960 x 540 960 x 720 1280 x 720
2048 x 1024
(proposed)

Crop size 448 x 448 576 x 576 576 x 576 768 x 768

Receptive field sizes 20 x 40 30 x 60 30 x 60 40 x 80
28 x 56 42 x 84 42 x 84 56 x 112
40 x 80 60 x 120 60 x 120 80 x 160
56 x 112 84 x 168 84 x 168 112 x 224
80 x 160 120 x 240 120 x 240 160 x 320
112 x 224 168 x 336 168 x 336 224 x 448
160 x 320 240 x 480 240 x 480 320 x 640

Min. ground truth height 45 65 65 80

Initially, the MS-CNN detector was set up to perform the training and evaluation

processes on the Caltech dataset. Given that the MS-CNN detection results on

the Caltech dataset are reflected in [14], this information was used to validate if

the training and evaluation setup was indeed correct. The developers of the MS-

CNN detector claim to achieve a miss rate of 9.95% with the upscaled 1280x720

resolution Caltech model. With the provided pre-trained model, we were able

to achieve the same results, which validates that our evaluation method was set

up correctly. Furthermore, the self-trained models on Caltech reached a miss

rate of 11.33%. This slight deviation from the result reflected in the paper is

acceptable, as the hardware/software setup is not the same as reported in the

paper. Furthermore, the training processes were initiated by random seeds,

meaning that reproducing exactly the same miss rate was unlikely.

After the training and evaluation setup validation, accurate performance

measurements could be expected from the framework, and MS-CNN could

be adapted to the CS/CP dataset by modifying certain settings. To give an

understanding of how should the model be changed for various input sizes, Table

4.1 reflects the settings and their values in the three provided MS-CNN models.

Furthermore, the initially proposed training settings for the adapted MS-CNN

model are presented in the last column.
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4.2.2 Fine-tuning the MS-CNN detector for the CS/CP dataset

The adapted model proposed in the previous section was an initial attempt at

creating an MS-CNN model that is suitable for performing detections on the

CS/CP dataset. This chapter focuses on fine-tuning the detector settings even

further to discover ways of making the performance even better. In more detail,

crop size, receptive field size, number of training iterations andminimum ground

truth height settings are manipulated. It is important to note that the input

image resolutions are not changed and remain the same as the original CS/CP

image resolutions. As compression methods are applied to the training images

in later stages of the work, any unnecessary warping or resizing of the images is

avoided.

Changing the crop size. As described in Section 3.1.3, the MS-CNN detector

crops an arbitrary part of an image around pedestrians to reduce the memory

requirements during the training process. Due to this, the training process can

simultaneously fit 4 images into the standard GPU memory size of 12GB. Table

4.2 shows, however, that changing the crop size does impact the performance by

a small factor. It is important to note that since the cropping is done to reduce the

memory requirements, the models with the 960 x 960 and 1024 x 1024 crop sizes

require a heavier training process, as the batch size has to be reduced from 4 to 2

to avoid requesting too much memory from the GPU.

Table 4.2: Changing the crop size for MS-CNN fine-tuning.

Input size Crop size Anchor sizes2
No of iterations Min. ground

MR−2

(x 1000) truth height

2048 x 1024 576 x 576 640 x 320 10/25 80 27.30 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 80 26.56 %

2048 x 1024 960 x 960 640 x 320 10/25 80 28.04 %

2048 x 1024 1024 x 1024 640 x 320 10/25 80 27.70 %

The slightly degraded performance for the model with the 576 x 576 crop is likely

because the image dimensions that are used in the training process are smaller

than the largest anchor height dimension, meaning that the anchor of this size is

2For the sake of readability, only the largest receptive field sizes are shown.
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trained inefficiently. Performance degradation is also noted when using too large

crop sizes. For the last of the listedmodels in the table, the width and height of the

cropped square are equal to the height dimension of the input picture, meaning

that data augmentation methods that use resizing are somewhat crippled and the

images used in the training process are more similar to one another.

Changing the anchor sizes. As described in Section 3.1.3, MS-CNN uses

receptive fields of multiple sizes to perform reasonable detections for pedestrians

of various sizes. Since the image resolution for the CS/CP dataset is larger than

compared to the resolution of the Caltech or KITTI datasets, the anchor sizes

need to be adapted. Table 4.3 reflects the effects of using various anchor sizes

on the performance of the detector. It needs to be noted that when increasing

the receptive field sizes, the crop size has to be enlarged as well. Otherwise, the

size of the largest receptive field exceeds the crop size, resulting in poor training

efficiency for that particular receptive field.

Table 4.3: Changing the receptive field sizes for the MS-CNN.

Input size Crop size Anchor sizes
No of iterations Min. ground

MR−2

(x 1000) truth height

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 30 x 60 10/25 80 27.43 %
42 x 84
...

480 x 240

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 40 x 80 10/25 80 26.56 %
56 x 112

...
640 x 320

2048 x 1024 960 x 960 50 x 100 10/25 80 27.25 %
70 x 140

...
400 x 800

As seen from the results, themodel performance is degraded when using the same

anchor sizes as the Caltech or KITTI models use. This is due to the average height

of the pedestrians being larger, for which the small receptive field sizes provide

no effective coverage. The same is noted with the notably enlarged receptive field

sizes, where the receptive fields do not perform accurate detections on smaller
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pedestrians.

Changing the number of training iterations. It is important to choose

the right number of training iterations, as it is possible to under- or overfit the

training process, resulting in a detector with poor or unexpected detection results.

Underfitting happens when the detector is trained on so few iterations that the

final detector product fails to generalize to new data and overfitting happenswhen

the training process is too thorough so that the detector learns the details and the

noise to the extent that it negatively impacts the performance. [12]

The authors of MS-CNN [14] used 10000 and 25000 iterations for the first and

second training stages, respectively. Considering that another dataset is used for

training this time, it is necessary to validate that this iteration countworkswith the

CS/CP dataset as well. The performance results of detectors trained on a various

number of iterations are reflected in Table 4.4 and are plotted in Figure 4.1.

Table 4.4: Changing the number of iterations for MS-CNN fine-tuning.

Input size Crop size Anchor sizes
No of iterations Min. ground

MR−2

(x 1000) truth height

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 1/1 80 48.23 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 1/2 80 36.00 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 2/4 80 32.70 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 5/10 80 29.08 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 8/16 80 26.40 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 80 26.56 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 20/40 80 26.90 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 50/100 80 26.18 %
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Figure 4.1: Number of training iterations vs. miss rate

The results show that the models reach their expected performance at around

8000/16000 training iterations and performance is neither increasing nor

decreasing by a large margin after this point. For the sake of stability of the

performance results, it is suggested that the models that are trained surpass the

8000/16000 iteration point, so conclusively, the authors [14] initial proposal of

10000/25000 training iterations seems most suitable for this detector.

Changing the height of the minimum ground truth. Intuition suggests

that using more detailed pedestrians (i.e. higher resolution pedestrians) in the

training process would likely result in a more accurate detector. Given that

MS-CNN uses resizing data augmentation methods in the training process to

ensure decent pedestrian coverage in all scale categories, the performance of

detecting small scale pedestrians should not be negatively affected. On the other

hand, using only large scale pedestrians in the training process would result in a

smaller sample sub-set, and furthermore, the detector may not generalize well for

detecting less detailed pedestrians. The effects of changing the minimum ground

truth height in the training process are reflected in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Changing the minimum ground truth height for MS-CNN fine-tuning.

Input size Crop size Anchor sizes
No of iterations Min. ground

MR−2

(x 1000) truth height

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 25 17.09 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 45 16.52 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 65 21.09 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 80 26.56 %

2048 x 1024 768 x 768 640 x 320 10/25 100 35.84 %

The results show that the detector’s performance increases by a largemarginwhen

using smaller minimum ground truth height values with the performance peaking

at minimum ground truth height values of around 45 pixels. Another important

finding is that the model that used minimum ground truth heights of 25 pixels

does not perform superior in the ”small pedestrian” category, where the miss rate

for this model is 32.53 % compared with the 31.60 % miss rate of the 45-pixel

model.

4.2.3 Final model settings and analysis of the performance results

It turns out that the initial model settings proposed in Section 4.2.1 resulted

in a fairly optimized detector model, and apart from the pedestrian height

modification, further fine-tuning efforts do not increase the performance by a

significant margin. Thus, the final model that is used to generate results has

input sizes of 2048 x 1024 pixels, crop size of 768 x 768, receptive field sizes up

to 640 x 320 pixels, minimum ground truth size of 45 pixels, and is trained on

10000/25000 iterations. This detector provides a benchmark performance with

a miss rate of 16.52 % on the CS/CP dataset.

A miss rate of this size is reasonable and it could be validated with the help of

other detectors that have results both on the Caltech and CS/CP datasets. The

performance results of these detectors and the adapted MS-CNN detector are

reflected in table 4.6. Furthermore, the non-adapted MS-CNN detector’s results

are reflected in the table to give an understanding of how the overall performance

is increased with the modifications.

It needs to be noted, that the evaluation categories are not the exact same as
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described in Section 3.1.1 because the categories have been adapted to the CS/CP

dataset. It is not reasonable to evaluate detector performance on pedestrians

which follows the Caltech dataset’s specification, where the average pedestrian

size is significantly smaller when compared to the CS/CP dataset. Thus, the

authors of the CP benchmark [75] propose slightly modified categories, which are

also presented in the table.

Table 4.6: MR−2 of various detectors on both the Caltech and CS/CP datasets
(data taken from [61], and [15] on 21/05/2019)

Category’s name Reasonable Reasonable Heavy
occlusion

Small size

Ped. height (px) [50 inf] [50 inf] [50 inf] [50 70]

Ped. visibility (%) [65 inf] [65 inf] [20 65] [65 inf]
XXXXXXXXXXDetector

Dataset
Caltech [21] CS/CP [17, 75]

CSP [41] 3.8 % 11.0 % 49.3 % N/A

RepLoss [70] 4.0 % 11.5 % 52.6 % 15.7 %

OR-CNN [76] 4.1 % 11.3 % 51.4 % 14.2 %

Adapted Faster RCNN [75] 5.1 % 13.0 % 50.5 % 37.2 %

Non-adapted MS-CNN [14] 11.3 % 37.3 % 65.4 % 98.4 %

Adapted MS-CNN N/A 16.5 % 56.2 % 31.6 %

As seen in the table, a notable increase in performance is achieved with the

proposed methods for adapting MS-CNN for the CS/CP dataset. The most

prominent difference comes from the small size pedestrian category, where the

non-adapted MS-CNN fails to generalize well. The resulting adapted detector,

however, performs fairly accurate detections even when compared to the current

state-of-the-art CSP detector published in 2019. More importantly, the detector

provides stable and reliable results in various evaluation categories.

Secondly, the CS/CP is a considerably more difficult dataset to evaluate than

the Caltech dataset. Other detectors listed in the table perform the evaluation

on Caltech nearly 3 times more accurately than on the CS/CP dataset. As a

reminder it is important to note that the baseline MS-CNN detector proposed in

[14] provides a miss rate of 11.33 % on the Caltech datasets ”reasonable” category,

so the adapted MS-CNN ”reasonable” miss rate of 16.52 % on the CS/CP dataset

can be considered as a satisfactory result. Taking all of the aforementioned

reasons into consideration, it can be concluded that the resulting detector model
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is suitable for investigating the effects of video/image compression.

4.3 The processing pipeline setup

FFmpeg [1] is used to convert frame formats and up-/downsample/encode/

decode the frames. It is a powerful and proven command-line tool that comprises

of various image, video, and audio manipulation features, a huge collection of

encoders/decoders, filters, multiplexers, and more. This thesis implements the

HEVC [63] and JPEG 2000 [58] encoding standards.

HEVC is a thoroughly studied encoding method which provides good quality-

to-speed ratios, it uses upgraded (but similar) encoding methods as the H.264

standard, and it can be used as a real-time encoder which, depending on the setup,

may be a requirement for automotive applications.

Furthermore, JPEG 2000 encodings are investigated in this study to understand

the effects of using different encoding methods for the evaluation and training

subsets, and down- and upsampled HEVC encodings are also investigated in this

study to understand the effects of using a naive method of resizing to compress

data.

4.3.1 The sub-processes of the pipeline

Firstly, the CS+CP training or evaluation subset is converted from RGB (red-

green-blue) format to YCbCr (luminance-blue difference chroma-red difference

chroma) format with 4:2:0 chroma subsampling, because the target HEVC and

JPEG 2000 encoders accept YCbCr format images as an input. FFmpeg does

allows us to input RGB images with the encoding commands, but to keep

the processing chain as transparent as possible, the format conversion is done

manually.

The YCbCr color format is widely used in compression, as it is an efficient way of

storing image data. The human visual system is most sensitive to the luminosity

(i.e. light intensity) component and not so sensitive to separate tones of color.

Taking this into consideration, it is reasonable to store images in that format,
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as the encoders are able to compress the less important color channels more

without distorting the visual colors of the image much. Furthermore, the chroma

4:2:0 subsampling scheme gives information about how the color information in

a signal is reduced in favor of luminance data. [4]

Secondly, the frames are encoded with the specified encoders. In the experiments

carried out in this thesis, the x265 encoder [72] will be used for HEVC encodings.

It is a mature and proven encoder that is widely used in the open-source

community, web services and other applications related to media handling.

Although a large portion of encoding related publishments use the HEVC

reference encoder [8], it is not beneficial to do so in this thesis. The HEVC

reference encoder is a flexible encoder with a large number of built-in tools and

it is generally used to investigate new techniques and methods of encodings on

a fine scale. In this thesis, for presenting a general overview of the impact of

compression artifacts on object detectors and not including any HEVC reference

encoder tools, using the x265 encoder provides insightful results.

Thirdly, the bitstreams created by the encoders are fed to the size matching

algorithm described in Section 4.3.2. After this process, we have a selection of

folders which include bitstreams that are closest to the specified target BPP (this

metric is also described in 4.3.2).

Lastly, These bitstreams are decoded back to YCbCr color format and

subsequently reconverted to RGB color format. These resulting frames are then

used to train or test the detector.

Some of the experiments carried out in this thesis include down- and upsampling

of the images. In these cases, downsampling is performed before the RGB-

to-YCbCr conversion and upsampling is performed after the YCbCr-to-RGB

conversion. The entire pipeline scheme, comprising of conversions, encoding,

decoding, upscaling, downscaling nodes, is displayed in Figure 4.2. Furthermore,

the following libraries are used in the pipeline FFmpeg processes:
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FFmpeg N-93617-g3a07aec827, built with GCC 8.3.1

x265 encoder Main profile, libavcodec 58.52.100

JPEG 2000 encoder libavcodec 58.52.100

RGB2YUV conversion libavfilter 7.48.100

Down-/upsampling libswscale 5.4.100

Figure 4.2: The HEVC processing pipeline used in the experiments.

4.3.2 The algorithm for size matching

The TUM and BMW study [26] report their tracking rate results with bitrate. This

approach is not very indicative, as the reader has to know the exact settings of the

video stream to make conclusions. Considering that only still image compression

is applied in the experiments conducted in this thesis, the bits per pixel (BPP)

metric is used to report results, as neither the information about the image’s width

and height dimensions nor the frame rate has to be known. The equation for

calculating the BPP value of the frame i is:

BPPi =
SizeofBitstreami

Widthi ×Heighti
, (4)

and equation for calculating the average BPP of a set of frames is:
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BPP =
BPP1 +BPP2 + ...+BPPN

N
, (5)

Where N is the number of frames in a set.

The images were are with the constant QP setting of the HEVC encoder and

similarly, the JPEG 2000 encodings are made with -v flag in the same bitstream

size range. With these settings, the encoder outputs bitstreams that are not

constant in size due to the differing complexities of the images. Intuition would

suggest using the Constant Bitrate setting during encoding but in order to fully

understand the algorithm and to ensure that the HEVC and JPEG 2000 encoder

bitstreams are size matched using the exact same method, a custom file matching

algorithm is used. This file size matching algorithm searches for the bitstream

which’s size is closest to the size of the target bitstream size that is specified in the

algorithm. With this algorithm, we are able to generate directories that include

only the bitstreams that are of the corresponding BPP value. The exact target

sizes can not be met, but given that the algorithm has access to bitstreams of all

possibleQP values (equivalently -v values for the JPEG2000 encoder), an average

file size deviation of around 5% can be reached. In all of the following experiments

presented in this thesis, we only consider results in BPP ranges where the size

matching algorithm is able to match files with a mean size deviation of 10% or

less.

In caseswhere the images are down- andupsampled, theBPPvalues are calculated

(see Equation 4) with the image sizes that are later fed into the network (2048 x

1024) to reflect the results in a comparative manner. As an example, even if the

images are downsampled to 1024 x 512 before encoding and resized back to 2048

x 1024 after decoding, the file matching algorithm uses the 2048 x 1024 image

resolution for the BPP calculation.

4.3.3 PSNR calculation for the compressed sub-sets

The HEVC encoder offers ten presets that apply different encoding settings

based on the required quality-to-speed ratios. In this thesis, three presets are

considered: ultrafast, medium (default), and placebo. The names are intuitive,
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where the ultrafast preset offers very high-speed encodings while sacrificing

encoding quality, placebo is the opposite of ultrafast, and the medium preset

is somewhere in-between. Encoding frames with different presets generates

streams that are different in their peak signal-to-noise ratio.

Peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) is metric that reflects the ratio between the

maximum possible value of a signal and the power of distorting noise that is

affecting the quality of its representation in decibels [48]. It is widely used

when comparing compression techniques or encoders and it presents an objective

assessment of how distorted the compressed frame is compared to the original

frame. The lower the PSNR value is, the more distorted the resulting image is.

The equation for calculating PSNR of a frame is:

PSNR = 10× log10(
MAX2

MSE
), (6)

where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value (255 for 8-bit color depth) and

MSE stands for mean squared error, which is calculated with:

MSE =

∑
M,N [I1(m,n)− I2(m,n)]2

M ×N
, (7)

where Ii(m,n) stands for pixel value of rowm and column n of image Ii.

Figure 4.3 shows the mean Y-channel PSNR values of the JPEG 2000 and HEVC

encoding methods on the evaluation subset. Additionally, the 2x and 4x down-

and upsampled HEVC encodings are reflected in the figure.
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Figure 4.3: Mean Y-channel PSNR values of the evaluation subset.

We observe Y-channel PSNR because encoders are essentially designed to please

the human eye and humans are able to see differences in the Y-channel more

clearly than in the Cb and Cr channels. Although not demonstrated in this thesis,

the RGB-channel PSNR values were also observed, where similar results were

produced but the overall PSNRwas lower and the quality differences of the presets

were not as large. All further PSNR indications are Y-channel PSNR.

Additionally, the Bjøntegaard delta metric (BD-PSNR) [6], used in comparing

coding efficiency between different compression algorithms, is used to calculate

the average differences between the PSNR curves. This describes the average

percent that is saved in bitrate between two rate-distortion curves. The BD-PSNR

calculation range is [0.05 0.55] BPP, which reflects the most indicating range

of the curves, as the PSNR curves start flattening out at the larger BPP values.

The BD-PSNR results are shown in Table 4.7, where pl, med, and uf stand for

the placebo, medium and ultrafast presets. A negative (positive) BD-PSNR value

indicates a decrease (increase) of the required BPPs for the same PSNR.
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Table 4.7: Bjøntegaard delta values of Y-channel PSNR.
hhhhhhhhhhhhEncoding

Relative to
HEVC (pl) HEVC (med) HEVC (uf) JPEG 2000 HEVC (uf), DS 2x

HEVC (pl) - +4.5 % +17.6 % +66.1 % +73.6 %

HEVC (med) -4.3 % - +12.5% +59.4 % +66.1 %

HEVC (uf) -15.0 % -11.1 % - +43.1 % +49.8 %

JPEG 2000 -39.8 % -37.2 % -30.1 % - +2.2 %

HEVC (uf), DS 2x -42.4 % -39.7 % -33.2 % -2.2 % -

In the forthcoming experiments in this thesis, all HEVC encodings use the

ultrafast preset unless stated otherwise. It provides fast encoding times andmakes

encoding large batches of frames manageable while still providing stable and

expected results.
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5 The Experiments

As described in 1.4, this thesis investigates two approaches. In the first

approach, the detector is trained on original, unmodified images and evaluated

on compressed images, and in the second approach,multiple detectors are trained

on compressed images and evaluated on original, unmodified images. The results

of both approaches are reflected in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

Depending on the section, the miss rate differences are shown on absolute and

relative scales. All relative miss rates are presented relative to the HEVC curve

performance, i.e. if the miss rate at a particular point for HEVC is 15% and for

JPEG 2000 is 20%, the relative difference is +33.3%. Relative miss rates are

indicated with a ”+” or a ”-” sign in front of the value.

5.1 Detector performance with compressed evaluation
data

This section provides the results and a discussion of the experiments about overall

effectiveness of compression, different encoding methods, and detections on

small pedestrians.

5.1.1 The overall effectiveness of compression

Before continuing with the experiments that are meant for understanding the

finer details of how compression affects the performance of a neural-network-

based detector, it is important for the reader to understand the range we will be

investigating in most of the following experiments. For this, Figure 5.1 presents

the miss rate versus BPP correlation and the numerical data is presented in Table

5.1.

For these results, the detector is trained on uncompressed frames and evaluated

on HEVC compressed and size-matched frames (matched in the 0.05 and 2.0

BPP range, where the average QP values of this range are presented in Figure

5.2), losslessly compressed frames, and the original 8-bit frames provided by the
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CityScapes dataset. It needs to be noted that the lossless compression and original

set BPP values are calculated from the average file size of the frame batch and are

not size-matched.
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Figure 5.1: Detector miss rates on various compressed subsets.
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Figure 5.2: Average HEVC QP values of the file size matched batches.
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Table 5.1: Detection results on the reasonable evaluation category.

Evaluated on Miss rate Bits Per Pixel Average QP

Original 16.52 8.40 -

HEVC lossless, 4:4:4 chroma subsampling 16.17 6.06 -

HEVC lossless, 4:2:0 chroma subsampling 16.53 3.69 -

JPEG 2000 lossless, 4:2:0 chroma subsampling 16.53 3.80 -

HEVC size matched 16.50 2.0 10

HEVC size matched 16.42 1.5 13

HEVC size matched 17.62 1.0 16

HEVC size matched 18.20 0.75 19

HEVC size matched 18.60 0.65 20

HEVC size matched 19.21 0.55 21

HEVC size matched 19.57 0.45 23

HEVC size matched 21.98 0.35 25

HEVC size matched 27.28 0.25 28

HEVC size matched 38.70 0.15 33

HEVC size matched 69.94 0.05 48

Discussion

With the help of the horizontal indication line that represents the miss rate on

the original frames, it can be seen that a significant amount of compression

could be applied on the evaluation subset before the detector accuracy starts

deteriorating in a logarithmic fashion. For this particular detector, the evaluation

data can be compressed down to 1 BPP (where the average batch QP is 16) with

HEVC while having a miss rate impact of only 1.10% on the reasonable evaluation

category.

Secondly, it can be seen that even the lossless encoding method can reduce the

bandwidth requirements by more than two times with practically no negative

side effects, with the miss rates being 16.52% and 16.53% for the original and

4:2:0 subsampled HEVC losslessly encoded frames, respectively. The very slight

difference in the miss rate is due to the YCbCr to RGB color space conversion,

which is inherently lossy. The JPEG2000 lossless encoding has the same accuracy

results, with the average BPP of the frame batch being 3.80 BPP against the

3.69 BPP of the HEVC encoding batch. The frame batch with the 4:4:4 chroma

subsampling is not as efficient in terms of compressing frame data but the detector

manages to even outperform the miss rate of the detector on the original frames
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by 0.35%.

Figure 5.1 might give the impression that the detector performs worse on lower

BPP values and then gradually reduces the miss rate until it reaches the miss rate

that is evaluated on the original frame batch. However, when having a closer look

at the detector’s performance on a larger amount of BPP values, it can be seen

that the detector experiences performance small fluctuations. This is illustrated

in Figure 5.3, where the maximum amplitude of the miss rate in the indicated

channel is 0.92%.
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Figure 5.3: Fluctuations in the performance.

5.1.2 Using different encoding methods

In the following experiments, lossy HEVC and JPEG 2000 encodings are

performed on the evaluation subset. Furthermore, a naive approach of

downsampling the frames by a factor of 2 and 4 prior to encoding and upsampling

to original size post decoding, is investigated. Again, the detector itself is trained

on unmodified training data. The results are reflected in Figure 5.4 and the

numerical data is presented in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: Detector miss rates with different encoding methods.

Table 5.2: Detection results on the JPEG 2000 and down-/upsampled sets.

Evaluated on Miss rate BPP Range

JPEG 2000, compared to HEVC +19.7 [0.25 0.55]
Down-/upsampled by 2, compared to HEVC +4.7 [0.25 0.55]
Down-/upsampled by 4, compared to HEVC +26.1 [0.15 0.35]

Discussion

It can be seen that the JPEG 2000 encoder is inferior to the HEVC encoders BPP

to miss rate correlation, with the mean miss rate being +19.7% in the [0.25 0.55]

range. With this particular JPEG 2000 encoder, the bitstreams could only be size

matched only up to 0.55 BPP, because the encoder’s lowest compression setting

already provides a quite heavy compression. Due to this, only the ”heel” part of

the graph is displayed and it is difficult to determine at which miss rate value the

detector would plateau at.

The experiment with the encodings that are downsampled by 2 has surprisingly

good results, especially in the lower BPPs. Due to the lower PSNR value saturation

at higher BPP values (see Figure 4.3), the miss rate difference starts to become

larger after 0.25 BPP and the [0.25 0.55] rangemeanmiss rate difference is +4.7%

compared to the non-modified HEVC encodings. Similarly, the miss rate of the
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downsampled by 4 encodings starts leveling out at lower BPP values, with the

[0.15 0.35] mean miss rate being +26.1%.

Another interesting observation is made. The miss rate values in Figure 5.4

show clearly that the detector is able to make more accurate detections on the

downsampled by 2 frames but Figure 5.5 shows that the mean PSNR results favor

the JPEG 2000 subset instead. This is illustrated by the fact that the [0.25 0.55]

BPP rangemeanmiss rate is +15.0%higher for the JPEG2000 subset even though

the mean PSNR is higher by +6.7%.
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Figure 5.5: Mean PSNR values of the size matched frame batches.

These two figures also show that the downsampled subsets reach their PSNR

saturation level earlier and the miss rate performance also plateaus due to this.

For the downsampled by 2 set, the PSNR values plateau at around 0.4 BPP and

this is also reflected in themiss rate, where the detector is unable to have a further

stable decline in miss rate beyond this point.

5.1.3 Detecting small pedestrians

In the previous experiments, only the Caltech benchmark reasonable category

results are presented. Image/video compression impacts smaller pedestrians the

most and there is a need to validate if the results in Section 5.1.2 also comply with

smaller size pedestrians category, where the pedestrian’s heights are in the [50
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70] pixel range. The overall detector accuracy on the small scale pedestrians is

presented in Figure 5.6 and in Table 5.3, and a detailed view of the detector’s

performance on lower BPP values is shown Figure 5.7 and in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: Overall detector performance on the small size category.

Table 5.3: Detection results on the small evaluation category.

Evaluated on Miss rate Bits Per Pixel

Original 31.60 8.40
HEVC lossless, 4:4:4 chroma subsampling 32.36 6.06
HEVC lossless, 4:2:0 chroma subsampling 32.82 3.69
JPEG 2000 lossless, 4:2:0 chroma subsampling 32.82 3.80
HEVC size matched 32.80 2.0
HEVC size matched 34.01 1.5
HEVC size matched 33.97 1.0
HEVC size matched 35.48 0.75
HEVC size matched 37.09 0.65
HEVC size matched 38.97 0.55
HEVC size matched 39.51 0.45
HEVC size matched 44.47 0.35
HEVC size matched 53.85 0.25
HEVC size matched 69.21 0.15
HEVC size matched 93.60 0.05
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Figure 5.7: Detector performance with different encoding methods on the small
size category

Table 5.4: Detection results on the JPEG 2000 and down-/upsampled sets.

Evaluated on Miss rate BPP Range

JPEG 2000, compared to HEVC +22.2 [0.25 0.55]
Down-/upsampled by 2, compared to HEVC +8.2 [0.25 0.55]
Down-/upsampled by 4, compared to HEVC +36.7 [0.15 0.35]

Discussion

It can be seen in Figure 5.6 that unlike on the reasonable evaluation category,

the detector’s performance is affected more. The detector’s performance on the

uncompressed set is 31.60%, on the size-matched set at 1 BPP is 33.97%, on the

lossless encoding with 4:2:0 subsampling is 32.82%, and on the lossless encoding

with 4:4:4 subsampling is 32.36%.

Figure 5.7 also confirms that due to compression, the detector performance on the

smaller pedestrians ismore significant. This is illustrated by the fact that the [0.25

0.55]BPPJPEG2000andHEVCdown- andupsampled by 2 set relativemiss rates

are +22.2% and +8.2% higher when compared to the HEVC size-matched set, and

the relative miss rate of the down- and upsampled by 4 set in the [0.15 0.35] BPP

range is +36.7% higher when compared to the size-matched HEVC set.

As a reminder, on the reasonable category, these three numbers are +19.7%,
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+4.7%, and +26.1%, respective of each method, meaning that in the small scale

category, the detector performs worse by 1.12x on the JPEG 2000, by 1.74x on the

HEVC down-/upsampled by 2, and by 1.4x on the HEVC down-/upsampled by 4

subset.

5.2 Detector performance with compressed training data

This section provides experiments in which the detector is trained on compressed

data, which has been size-matched to a specific BPP value. Section 5.2.1

considers using same encoding methods, and Section 5.1.2 considers using

different encodingmethods for testing and training data. Moreover, Section 5.2.3

considers training detectors with a mixed set of non-compressed and compressed

frames.

5.2.1 Same encoding method

In this experiment, the detector is trained and evaluated on frames that have been

previously encoded with the HEVC encoder. The results are shown in Figure 5.8

and in Table 5.5
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Figure 5.8: Lower BPP trained detectors performances.
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Table 5.5: Detection results with the detector trained on lower BPPs.

Trained on Miss rate BPP Range

HEVC at 0.15 BPP, compared to HEVC -14.9 [0.05 0.025]
HEVC at 0.35 BPP, compared to HEVC -11.1 [0.05 0.025]
HEVC at 1.0 BPP, compared to HEVC -2.4 [0.05 0.025]
HEVC at 0.15 BPP, compared to HEVC +31.6 [1.0 2.0]
HEVC at 0.35 BPP, compared to HEVC +15.0 [1.0 2.0]
HEVC at 1.0 BPP, compared to HEVC +5.5 [1.0 2.0]

Discussion

As seen from the figure, the detector is able to generalize better with the lower

BPP evaluation set when it has also been trained with lower BPP frames. This

is illustrated by the fact that compared to the detector miss rate on the original

frames in the [0.05 0.025] range, the compressed frame trained detectors perform

more accurate detections by -14.9%, -11.1%, and -2.4% when trained on 0.15, 0.35

and 1.0 BPPs respectively.

This, however, comes with a drawback as beyond a certain BPP point, the

detector’s accuracy does not increase even though the evaluation sets PSNR keeps

increasing. The accuracy of the detector flattens at a certain limit and secondly,

we do not observe a negative accuracy impact when the evaluation datasets quality

increases even more. The detectors mean miss rate in the [1.0 2.0] BPP range is

worsened by +31.6%, +15.0%, and +5.5%when trained on 0.15, 0.35 and 1.0 BPPs

respectively.

The same experiment is conducted in the small pedestrian category and the results

are shown in Figure 5.9 and in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.9: Lower BPP trained detectors performances on the small size category.

Table 5.6: Detection results on the small category with the detectors trained on
lower BPPs.

Trained on Miss rate BPP Range

HEVC at 0.15 BPP, compared to HEVC -6.2 [0.05 0.025]
HEVC at 0.35 BPP, compared to HEVC -8.0 [0.05 0.025]
HEVC at 1.0 BPP, compared to HEVC -2.9 [0.05 0.025]
HEVC at 0.15 BPP, compared to HEVC +30.2 [1.0 2.0]
HEVC at 0.35 BPP, compared to HEVC +13.0 [1.0 2.0]
HEVC at 1.0 BPP, compared to HEVC +7.9 [1.0 2.0]

Compared to the reasonable category results, the compressed-frame-trained

detector’s performance is degraded, as the detector’s accuracy in the [0.05 0.25]

range decreases only by -6.2%, -8.0%, and -2.9% when trained on 0.15, 0.35 and

1.0 BPPs.

The detector’s performance in the [1.0 2.0] BPP range shows similar results as in

the reasonable category, as the mean miss rate increases by +30.2%, +13.0%, and

+7.9% when trained on 0.15, 0.35 and 1.0 BPP frames.
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5.2.2 Different encoding method for training and testing data

The aim of this experiment is to see if the encoding method impacts the

performance of the detector. The twodetectors used in this experiment are trained

both on frames that have been encoded and decoded at 0.350 BPP with the HEVC

and JPEG 2000 encoders. The results are shown in Figure 5.10 and in Table

5.7.
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Figure 5.10: Encoding method impact on detection accuracy

Table 5.7: Detection results with the detectors trained with different encoding
methods.

Trained on Evaluated on Miss rate BPP Range

JPEG 2000, compared to HEVC at HEVC -1.3 [0.05 2.0]
JPEG 2000, compared to HEVC at JPEG 2000 -6.2 [0.05 0.55]

Discussion

It can be seen that the choice of the encoding method impacts the detector’s

performance to some extent. Both of the detectors produce similar accuracy

results when evaluated on the HEVC compressed set, with the [0.05 2.0] range

mean accuracy favoring the JPEG 2000 detector by only -1.3%.

The same cannot be said for the JPEG 2000 evaluation set, as the detector trained

on the JPEG 2000 set outperforms the HEVC detector, where the mean miss
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rate difference between the two detectors favors the JPEG 2000 detector by -

6.7%.

The results of this experiment on the small scale pedestrians are shown in Figure

5.11 and in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.11: Encoding method impact on small pedestrian detection accuracy

Table 5.8: Detection results with the detectors trained with different encoding
methods.

Trained on Evaluated on Miss rate BPP Range

JPEG 2000, compared to HEVC at HEVC -1.8 [0.05 2.0]
JPEG 2000, compared to HEVC at JPEG 2000 -6.2 [0.05 0.55]

The results show similar accuracy differences on the small pedestrian scale, as the

JPEG 2000 detector has better mean accuracy by -1.8% on the [0.05 2.0] BPP

HEVC evaluation set and -6.2% on the [0.05 0.55] BPP JPEG 2000 set.

5.2.3 Using mixed training sets for detector training

This section provides experiments where the detectors are trained with mixed

training sets. Moreover, the first of them is trained on a set that consists of 50%

original frames and 50% frames which have been previously encoded with HEVC
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at 0.35 BPP. This results in a training set consisting of 1488 original frames and

1487 HEVC compressed frames in that particular order.

The second detector is trained on a set that consists of all of the original frames

and compressed copies of these, resulting in 2975 original frames and 2975HEVC

0.35 BPP frames in that particular order. The number of training iterations is

the same for all detectors meaning that the training times, at 14.5h and 15h, are

roughly similar. For both of these detectors, the original validation set is used in

the training process.

The accuracy results of the original and the mixed set detectors are reported in

Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Accuracy results for the detectors with mixed training sets.

The performance results of the same detectors on the small scale pedestrians are

shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Accuracy results on small pedestrians for the detectors with mixed
training sets.

The numeric data about the detection performances in both the reasonable and

small categories are presented in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Performance differences of various detectors compared to the original
detector.

Category Reasonable Small
Range (BPP) [0.05 0.25] [1.0 2.0] [0.05 0.25] [1.0 2.0]

0.15 BPP set -14.9% +31.6% -6.2% +30.2%
0.35 BPP set -11.1% +15.0% -8.0% +13.0%
1.0 BPP set -2.4% +5.5% -2.9% +7.9%
Mixed set -5.1% +10.5% -6.2% +9.5%
Concatenated set -6.1% +2.4% -6.0% +0.4%

Discussion

As seen in the Figure 5.2.3, the detectors trained on mixed training sets perform

similarly to the detectors that are trained solely on compressed images (look at

Figure 5.8), where the detector performs more accurate detections on lower BPP

frame batches but is inferior to the original detector in the higher BPP ranges.

This is illustrated by the fact that in the [0.05 0.25] BPP range, the detector with

the 50/50 mixed training set performs -5.1% better and the detector with the

concatenated training set performs -6.1% better when compared to the original
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detector. In the [1.0 2.0] BPP range, however, the two detectors performworse by

+10.5% and +2.4%, respectively.

It canbe seen inFigure 5.13 the detectors, again, perform in a similarmanner, as in

the [0.05 0.25] BPP range: the mixed training set detector performs -6.2% better

and concatenated training set detector performs -6.0% better when compared to

the original detector. In the [1.0 2.0] BPP range, the two detectors perform worse

by +9.5% and +0.4%, respectively.

Conclusively, the detection results of the mixed set detector do not show anything

outlying, but the concatenated set detector results show a fascinating outcome,

as the detector trained on the concatenated training set performs very well. To

explain this observation, Table 5.9 presents the detection results (compared to

the original detector) of the mixed and concatenated training set detectors and

the other detectors considered in Section 5.2.1.

As seen from the Table 5.9, it generally follows that the better the detector

performs in the [0.05 0.25] BPP range, the worse it performs in the [1.0 2.0] BPP

range. This, however, is not the case for the detector that has been trained on

the concatenated training set, which compared to the 1.0 BPP detector, performs

better in both ranges.
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6 Conclusions

6.1 Discussion

This section breaks down the results in an analytical way, comprising of the overall

effectiveness of compression, detecting small pedestrians, using downsampled

images, training on compressed images, and more.

6.1.1 Overall effectiveness of compression

Based on the conducted experiments, it can be stated that image/video

compression could reduce the bandwidth requirements in a vehicle when using

suitable compressionmethods for a given application, as it is a matter of finding a

good balance between sacrificing detector accuracy for reducing data transfer rate

and encoding price.

As seen from the results, even using just lossless encodings can drastically reduce

the necessary data rate requirements of the signal bus and have no negative

impacts on the detection accuracy. However, bandwidth reduction of 160x, as

stated in the BMW study [26], is not reached. For the selected dataset and the

detector trained on original images, the data could be compressed to around

1 BPP while having no significant performance degradation, resulting in a 48x

compression rate when compared to original images with 16-bit color depth.

6.1.2 Robustness of the detector

Another finding is that the detector is quite robust in terms of dealing with

compression artifacts. In fact, it is fair to say that the detector sees similarly to

the human eye, as the sharp performance degradation begins when the images

become visually impaired to the viewer. The original detector starts experiencing

a notable performance drop at the 1 BPP mark, where the average QP levels

are 16, which is also the point where the human viewer starts seeing visual

differences.
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In some cases, the detector performs better on an image that has a lower quality

than its original counterpart. This is seen in Section 5.1.1, where the detector

performs detections more accurately on the lossless 4:4:4 subsampling batch3

than the original batch.

This is also seen from the fluctuations reflected in Figure 5.3, where the detector’s

miss rate amplitude reaches 0.92% in the flattened area and the detector performs

worse in some higher BPP areas. To ensure that this is not just a faulty test setup

and it is indeed an actual characteristic of the detector, a similar detector was

tested on the same evaluation sets and the fluctuations did not align in any way.

Furthermore, correct detections were inspected on two identical frames, where

one of themhadbeen encodedwith a higherQPvalue. In someof those frames, the

detector was able to make more correct detections on the frame that was encoded

at higher QP and had a lower PSNR value.

Taking the statements above into consideration, it is reasonable to conclude

that there is indeed some ambiguity when evaluating detectors. The detector

generalizes better on some data, but a detailed analysis of why this occours is not

presented within the scope of this thesis. Secondly, having fluctuations can be

considered as a good sign, as this shows that the detector is not over-fitted in the

training process and the detector is not impacted by any arbitrary noise.

6.1.3 Performance correlation to PSNR

PSNR alone does not determine how the detector behaves and it can be concluded

that there are other variables that also affect the performance, comprising of the

encodingmethod. In Figure 5.4 it is seen that even though themean PSNR for the

downsampled set is significantly lower when compared to the mean PSNR of the

JPEG2000 set, the detector performs better regardless. Secondly, in Figure 5.11 it

is seen that the encoding method of the frames with which the detector is trained

on, also matters, as the detector trained on the JPEG 2000 images performs a

lot better when compared to the analogous detector trained on HEVC encoded

images.

3A reminder: even though the encoding is lossless, the YUV transformation is slightly lossy,
hence the difference when compared to the original.
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The mean PSNR value of the frame batch, however, gives a very good indication

of where the miss rate becomes saturated, i.e. it shows the point from which the

detector is unable to have a further stable decrease in miss rate.

6.1.4 Downsampling and detecting small pedestrians

The results of almost every experiment conducted in this thesis show that

compression plays a more significant role when detecting pedestrians of smaller

sizes. This is because the pedestrians that are smaller/further away are distorted

more by the artifacts introduced in the compression process. As an example, even

the lossless encodings presented in Figure 5.6 have a slight impact on the detection

results due to the lossy YCbCr to RGB conversion, whereas in the reasonable

category, barely any difference is observed.

The same is noted for the downsampled image batch. In general, the images donot

look heavily distorted, but upon closer inspection, it can be seen that the smaller

pedestrians have become blurry as a result. In the reasonable size category, the

detector performs well on the downsampled by 2 batch, having a miss rate curve

similar to the non-downsampledHEVC encoding one. The larger differences start

appearing in the small size category in Figure 5.7, where the detector fails to

accurately detect pedestrians in the higher BPP ranges and the miss rate curve

levels out relatively early.

Downsampling the images

could still be viable to use when detecting pedestrians or objects of reasonable

size, as processing downsampled images is computationally less heavy, encoding

the images is faster, and the encoders are cheaper. Furthermore, it is possible

to bypass the problem of detecting small pedestrians by using multiple cameras

in the detection system that are each meant for detecting pedestrians of a specific

size. For this, TeslaModel S has two cameras in the front, one for detecting nearby

objects and the second camera with a narrower field of view, for detecting objects

further away.
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6.1.5 Compressing training images

Compression, when done responsibly, can be also used prior to training without

significant side effects. The results in Figure 5.8 show that detectors trained

on lower quality images also perform more accurate detections on lower quality

images in the ”heel” part of the miss rate curve and that detectors trained on

lower quality images do not outperformdetectors trained onhigher quality images

in the flattened part of the miss rate curve. Additionally, detectors trained on

images with a certain BPP may not perform best on images with that same BPP

value.

This is also observed when detecting small pedestrians. As seen in 5.9, the miss

rate differences at which the detector’s performance flattens out are larger. The

relative performance of the detectors, however, remains similar.

The encodingmethodmay also play an important role. As we see in Figure 5.10, in

comparison to the HEVC detector, the detector trained on JPEG 2000 performs

a lot more accurate detections on the JPEG 2000 test set. This, however, is not

the same case when evaluating the detectors on the HEVC set, where both of the

detectors have similar accuracy. As explained in section 6.1.2, this thesis does

not outline the exact reasons to why one detector outperforms an analogous one

trained on images with different encoding methods but in this case, it may be due

to the fact that the MS-CNN detector uses the VGG-16 backbone network trained

on the ImageNet dataset, which may comprise of images compressed with JPEG

2000.

On the topic of using mixed datasets, the results in Section 5.2.3 reveals that

within the setup used in this thesis, using a mixed dataset consisting of both high-

and low-quality images in the training process does not improve the detectors

performance, and in fact, the resulting detectorsmiss rate curve is similar to amiss

rate curve performed by a detector trained on just compressed images. However,

the detector that is trained on a batch where a single image was represented twice

in both the original and the compressed form, outperforms both an analogous

detector trained on just compressed images and the mixed set detector. This is

interesting, as when compared to the mixed set detector, the average BPP of the
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image batches is the same for both of them, but one is outperforming the other

due to having high- and low-quality copy instances.

6.2 Future Work

With the emergence of more efficient wireless communication technology such

as 5G, more efficient video encoding methods such as Versatile Video Coding

(successor of HEVC), more accurate detection algorithms, more computational

power, we will likely see this topic become even more attractive in the foreseeable

future. As time progresses, safety features, such as neural-network-based

pedestrian detectors will become cheaper to design and implement on a vehicle.

As of now, little prior work has been done on this topic and this thesis acts as an

introductory work, where the basic understanding of detectors and compression

is revealed.

This introductory thesis alone revealed several interesting findings, but more

thorough experiments, possibly with more encoders and detectors, more

supervised encoder settings, and more evaluation categories need to be carried

out to fully understand the consequences of using image/video compression

with such detectors. As an example, it would be fascinating to know if there

are any really good indicators (analogous to PSNR) which could accurately

anticipate the detector’s performance, to understand the exact cause of the

performance fluctuations, have an answer to why the use of concatenated datasets

improves performance, to find out which encoding pipeline processes affect the

performance the most, and more.

Continuing with the prerequisites that are needed to carry out this research in the

first place: the detectors and the datasets. In section 3.2 it can be seen that there

is one modern, industry-grade, large dataset available for public use. In research,

a lot of emphasis is placed on improving the detectors, whereas the datasets that

are used to train these detectors with are often overlooked. Thus, further research

in creating industry-grade up-to-date datasets is needed.
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A FFmpeg example commands

Down- and upsampling

• ffmpeg -i <input_file.png> -vf scale=<width_dim>x<height_dim>

<output_file.png>

Conversions

• ffmpeg -i <input_file.png> -s <width_dim>x<height_dim> -pix_fmt

yuv420p -vcodec rawvideo <output_file.yuv>

• ffmpeg -f rawvideo -pixel_format yuv420p -video_size

<width_dim>x<height_dim> -i <input_file.yuv> <output_file.png>

Encoding

• ffmpeg -video_size <width_dim>x<height_dim> -pixel_format yuv420p

-i <input_file.yuv>-c:v libx265 -preset 0 -x265-params qp=<QP_value>

<output_file.h265>

• ffmpeg -s <width_dim>x<height_dim> -pix_fmt

yuv420p -vcodec rawvideo -i <input_file.yuv> -format jp2 -q:v <V_value>

<output_file.jp2>

Decoding

• ffmpeg -f rawvideo -pixel_format yuv420p -video_size

<width_dim>x<height_dim> -i <input_file.h265> <output_file.yuv>

• ffmpeg -f rawvideo -pixel_format yuv420p -video_size

<width_dim>x<height_dim> -i <input_file.yuv> <output_file.yuv>
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